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AGENDA
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

2. MEMBERS' CODE OF CONDUCT - DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
/ PARTY WHIP 

Members are asked to consider whether they have any disclosable 
pecuniary interests and/or any other relevant interest in connection 
with any item(s) on this agenda and, if so, to declare them and state 
the nature of the interest.

Members are reminded that they should also declare whether they are 
subject to a party whip in connection with any item(s) to be considered 
and, if so, to declare it and state the nature of the whipping 
arrangement.

3. MINUTES (Pages 1 - 10)

To approve the accuracy of the minutes of the meeting held on 13 
September, 2016.

4. NOTICE OF MOTION: PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT - 
REPORTING ARRANGEMENTS (Pages 11 - 12)

At the meeting of the Council held on 17 October 2016 (minute 67 (5) 
refers), the attached Notice of Motion, ‘Performance Management 
Reporting Arrangements’ proposed by Councillor Phil Gilchrist and 
seconded by Councillor Stuart Kelly was referred by the Mayor to the 
People, Environment and Business Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees for consideration.

Public Document Pack



 
In accordance with Standing Order 7 (6), Councillor Gilchrist has been 
invited to attend the meeting in order for him to be given an opportunity 
to explain the Motion.

5. NOTICE OF MOTION: INWARD INVESTMENT (Pages 13 - 14)

At the meeting of the Council held on 17 October 2016 (minute 67 (3) 
refers), the attached Notice of Motion, ‘Inward Investment’ proposed 
by Councillor Phil Davies and seconded by Councillor Ann McLachlan 
was referred by the Mayor to the Business Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee for consideration.
 
In accordance with Standing Order 7 (6), Councillor Davies has been 
invited to attend the meeting in order for him to be given an opportunity 
to explain the Motion.

6. NOTICE OF MOTION: TREATING ALL RESIDENTS FAIRLY AND 
EQUITABLY (Pages 15 - 16)

At the meeting of the Council held on 17 October 2016 (minute 67 (4) 
refers), the attached Notice of Motion, ‘Treating all residents fairly and 
equitably’ proposed by Councillor Chris Blakeley and seconded by 
Councillor Steve Williams was referred by the Mayor to the Business 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee for consideration.
 
Councillors Blakeley and Williams, as members of the Committee, will 
have an opportunity to explain the Motion. 

7. ASSET STRATEGY (Pages 17 - 52)

Presentation updating Members on progress made against the action 
plans from the Strategy (Strategy attached).

8. LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY SCRUTINY 
PANEL - UPDATE (Pages 53 - 68)

9. 2016/17 QUARTER 2 WIRRAL PLAN PERFORMANCE - BUSINESS 
THEME (Pages 69 - 80)

10. FINANCIAL MONITORING QUARTER 2 2016/17 (Pages 81 - 114)

11. BUSINESS OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE WORK 
PROGRAMME (Pages 115 - 120)

12. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR 
(PART 1) 

13. EXEMPT INFORMATION - EXCLUSION OF MEMBERS OF THE 
PRESS AND PUBLIC 

The public may be excluded from the meeting during consideration of 
the following items of business on the grounds that they involve the 



likely disclosure of exempt information.

RECOMMENDED – That in accordance with section 100A (4) of the 
Local Government Act 1972, the public be excluded from the meeting 
during consideration of the following items of business, on the grounds 
that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined 
by the relevant paragraphs of Part 1 of Schedule 12A (as amended) to 
that Act. The public interest test has been applied and favours 
exclusion.

14. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR 
(PART 2) 
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Tuesday, 13 September 2016

Present: Councillor M Sullivan (Chair)

Councillors RL Abbey
C Blakeley
G Ellis
A Leech
J McManus
D Mitchell

D Realey
C Spriggs
J Stapleton
S Williams
W Ward

Deputies: Councillors P Brightmore (In place of KJ Williams)
D Elderton (In place of T Pilgrim)

In attendance: Councillors M Patrick, Cabinet Member 
S Whittingham, Cabinet Member

Apologies: Councillor T Anderson

18 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted that apologies had 
been received from Councillors John Hale, Tracey Pilgrim and Jerry Williams.

19 MEMBERS' CODE OF CONDUCT - DECLARATIONS OF 
INTEREST/PARTY WHIP 

Members were asked to consider whether they had any disclosable pecuniary 
interests and/or any other relevant interest in connection with any item(s) on 
this agenda and, if so, to declare them and state the nature of the interest.
 
Members were reminded that they should also declare whether they were 
subject to a party whip in connection with any item(s) to be considered and, if 
so, to declare it and state the nature of the whipping arrangement. 

Councillor Mike Sullivan declared a personal interest in agenda item 4, ‘Road 
Safety – Reducing Pedestrian Casualties’, by virtue of him being a member of 
the Pedestrian Forum Association.

Councillor Warren Ward declared a personal interest in agenda item 4, ‘Road 
Safety – Reducing Pedestrian Casualties’, by virtue of him being a former 
private secretary to the Police and Crime Commissioner in 2014.
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20 MINUTES 

Members were requested to receive the minutes of the Business Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee meetings held on 12 and 27 July, 2016.
 
Resolved –That the minutes of the meetings of 12 and 27 July, 2016 be 
approved.

21 ROAD SAFETY - REDUCING PEDESTRIAN CASUALTIES 

David Rees, Road Safety Manager (Highways and Transport) introduced a 
report which set out officer views on the pedestrian casualty analysis 
prepared by the Wirral Pedestrian Association and highlighted the Council’s 
recent performance in improving road safety for pedestrians. 

Wirral had a long term record of improving road safety for pedestrians. In 
1994 there were a total of 304 pedestrians of all age groups and all severities 
injured on Wirral, of these 84 were killed or seriously injured (KSI). By 2015 
this had reduced to 109 pedestrian casualties injured with 28 KSIs. The ratio 
of KSI casualties to slight class injuries had also reduced. 

Whilst the performance in 2015 was improved compared to the figures for all 
pedestrian casualties in 2013 or 2014, overall for the most recent period of 5 
years the reduction in all pedestrian casualties had slowed down. The report 
also highlighted the causation types of casualties and the proportion of 
pedestrian KSIs compared to other road user groups. A variety of Local 
authority approaches to road casualty reduction had also been examined 
such as those set by Bristol, Birmingham and Cheshire West and Chester.

Responding to comments from Members, David Rees’s comments included:

 The Road Safety section was very proactive in their work through liaison 
with the Police and Fire and Rescue Service and in their educative role in 
schools and the wider community and he outlined the terms of the 
statutory duty in respect of road safety. He acknowledged there was a 
reactive role to take in designing out risks to pedestrian safety through 
physical evidence where the Authority prioritised its actions.

 There was a need to use funds wisely in a climate of diminishing 
resources and where there was a good road safety record then he saw no 
necessity for a traffic survey, such as on Saughall Massie Road.

 The Council had no records of pedestrian claims arising or road safety 
issues arising from the placement of ‘A’ boards on the footway during the 
last 10 years. Whilst the obstruction of footways could potentially be a 
nuisance this could be dealt with using current procedures.

 The Road Safety section was very proactive with regard to distraction 
issues, such as people using mobile telephones whilst driving which was 
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now about as problematic as drink driving. The issue of mobile ‘phone use 
was raised with teenagers through education programmes.

 Parking on pavements was not an issue with regard to pedestrian KSIs. 
Notices were still issued to vehicles which parked on pavements, although 
he did not have data as to how many were issued.

 There would be a Liverpool City Region Road Safety Strategy which was 
currently in development and likely to come forward in the Autumn. 
Wirral‘s emerging Road Safety Strategy would follow and complement this 
and he did not see any duplication.

 Best practice had been looked at in other authorities. 
 There was a capital budget of approximately £500,000 for road safety.

Some Members questioned the validity and tone of the Wirral Pedestrian 
Association report. Other Members expressed concern with their being such a 
difference between the two reports.

David Rees acknowledged that there was a lot of work still to do with the 
aspiration to be at the top of the league table, though this would require a lot 
of resources. Serious progress had been made with regard to road safety 
education.

During the course of the debate on this item Councillor Stapleton declared a 
personal interest due to the mention of a possible planning application for a 
Fire Station at Saughall Massie Road, by virtue of her membership of the 
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Authority.

The Chair thanked David Rees for his report and for doing a tremendous job.

The Chair then invited Victoria Doran of the Wirral Pedestrian Association to 
address the Committee. She stated that the report of the Head of 
Environment and Regulation appeared to assume that all reductions in 
casualties were as a result of Council actions. There had been a major 
improvement in car design and also a reduction in pedestrian miles walked on 
Wirral. She suggested that people were frightened to go out on the roads, 
although she was not aware of any figures for pedestrians on roads. She 
would encourage the Council to look at best practice not just nationally but 
internationally. The incidents of pavement parking and ‘A’ boards on 
pavements could be a reason for people not going out. She congratulated the 
Council on the longer courses for driver safety.

The Chair then invited Chief Superintendent Ian Hassall, Area Commander of 
Wirral, Merseyside Police, to address the Committee. He referred to the 
amount of road safety education taking place in schools. He was aware of the 
notices issued to vehicles parking on pavements but he did not have any 
figures as to how many had been issued. He informed the Committee of the 
budgetary pressures which Merseyside Police were under and that there 
would be a structural change to the organisation from January, 2017. Each 
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month KSI figures were provided and scrutinised and the Police did devote 
resources to reducing KSIs.

A Member referred to the reduction in the Police budget and the loss of 2,000 
people from the Merseyside Police force over three years and the detrimental 
effect this was having on neighbourhood policing.

The Chair thanked Ian Campbell, in his absence from the Wirral Pedestrian 
Association, for all the work he was doing into trying to bring down the 
numbers of pedestrian casualties. He then paid tribute to David Rees, Chief 
Superintendent Ian Hassall and Victoria Doran for their work and 
presentations to the Committee.

It was then moved by Councillor Blakeley and seconded by Councillor Steve 
Williams that –

(1) Committee notes and thanks officers for their report.

(2) Committee also thanks the Wirral Pedestrian Association for their input

(3) Committee asks that an independent audit is commissioned to determine 
the current position in Wirral with regard to pedestrian safety and KSIs.

The motion was put and lost (4:10).

On a motion by the Chair, seconded by Councillor Realey, it was then –

Resolved (14:0) - That this Committee:

(1) Notes the information contained within the report and;

(2) Endorses the current holistic approach to casualty reduction and 
promotion of schemes and initiatives which assist the reduction of all 
road casualties.  

22 CUSTOMER CONTACT UPDATE REPORT 

Lisa Jamieson, Transaction Centre Senior Manager introduced a report which 
summarised the work underway to develop a new approach to Customer 
Contact for Wirral Council and its partners. The project would form part of the 
council’s new Transformation Programme.

The principles informing the Council’s new model of customer contact were 
that it must:
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 Make it easy for customers to get what they needed through digital 
transactional services and high quality information, advice and guidance 
content.

 Make sure those who struggled to use digital services could get help
 Develop staff to be problem-solvers, and use customer insight to prevent 

any problems recurring in future
 Find ways to share information and expertise with partners, so the Council 

could help its customers together
 Provide support in an emergency

As part of this model, the Council would provide increased opportunities for 
members and community groups to support residents who needed help in 
accessing Wirral’s services through the development of ‘Assisted Digital’ 
provision.  

The Council would also work closely with members to help them carry out 
their roles effectively, and efficiently. This would include providing training, 
improving communication between officers and members, and identifying how 
councillors needs could be met efficiently.

Responding to comments from Members, Lisa Jamieson’s comments 
included the following:

 There would be an agile approach to the work involved in improving 
customer contact with any small task looked at and implemented through a 
structured approach.

 A number of soft market tests had taken place with regard to the CRM 
system and a further update was expected on the work of IT services to 
replace the system.

 She would ensure the list of initiatives outlined in the report were 
progressed over the next six months

 The possibility of using mobile ‘phone apps would always be a 
consideration and soft market testing would take place on all ways for 
accessing services.

 Rather than presenting known solutions she was keen that Members’ 
views also informed what would work best.

Members expressed views that with a new CRM system the need to retain a 
personal touch should still be taken into account. The difficulty in finding the 
right officer on the internal telephone directory was also referred to and 
officers promised that they would look into this issue.

Members thanked Lisa Jamieson for a very positive report and a Member 
referred to the need for her to get her vision across to senior officers within 
the Council.
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On a motion by Councillor Blakeley, seconded by Councillor Elderton, it was 
then –

Resolved (14:0) – That the officers be thanked for their report and a 
further report be brought to the Committee in January on the progress 
made.

23 UPDATE ON LIVERPOOL CITY REGION DEVELOPMENTS 

Rose Boylan, Policy and Strategy Manager, introduced a report and gave a 
presentation setting out a brief overview of latest developments at the 
Liverpool City Region (LCR), including the outcome of the recent Governance 
review and public consultation, and activity underway to implement the City 
Region devolution deal. 

On 26 August the formal submission had been sent to the Secretary of State 
of Governance Review, Scheme and summary of consultation responses. All 
Councils would receive the draft Order and would be required to consent to 
the order before it was laid before Parliament. The DCLG would lay the Order 
sometime before early November 2016 and LCR local authorities and the 
Combined Authority would therefore need to provide consent for this before 
the end of October 2016. In May 2017 the Liverpool City Region Mayoral 
Election would be held.

Further detail on capacity and implementation, including staffing, 
remuneration, scrutiny, scheme of delegation and constitution, would be 
brought back to future meetings of this Committee.

Rose Boylan assured the Committee that all specific comments had been 
taken on board and the DCLG would have regard to these.

Resolved – That the report be noted.

24 LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY SCRUTINY PANEL - 
VERBAL UPDATE 

The Chair reported that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority 
Scrutiny Panel had not met since his last report to the Committee and he had 
nothing further to add to his previous report. The next meeting of the Scrutiny 
Panel would be held on 19 October.

Resolved – That the report be noted.
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25 WIRRAL PLAN OVERVIEW REPORT: 2016-17 QUARTER 1  - BUSINESS 
THEME 

Alan Evans, Investment and Business Manager, introduced a report which 
described performance at Quarter 1 (April to June 2016). It was focused on 
high level population measures which described progress towards making a 
difference to the lives of Wirral residents.

Responding to comments from Members, Alan Evans informed the 
Committee that the pledge relating to the creation of jobs and growth included 
the creation of jobs within the maritime / ship building, offshore wind and civil 
nuclear sectors, which were all part of a targeted strategy to support these 
businesses. There were very high quality businesses in Wirral, including 
micro-businesses - businesses employing between 1 to 10 people.

Mark Smith, Head of Environment and Regulation, responding to a Member’s 
comment on the pledge to make transport and technology fit for the future and 
the need to reduce road traffic casualties, stated that this was on an ongoing 
process and a new road safety strategy was being developed at City Region 
level. Resources available in the City Region included income from fines as a 
result of the Road Safety Camera partnership. When the City Region Strategy 
was in place a review would be undertaken by the Road Safety Manager and 
the Council’s strategy would be refreshed.

Councillor Abbey reported that the review of the Wirral Bus Network had been 
put on hold and the consultation would start at the end of May / June, 2017 
once the major works on the Merseyrail Wirral line had been completed. 

Responding to Members’ comments Mike Callon, Team Leader, Performance 
and Scrutiny, reported that more detailed reports on performance were 
available on the website, and these had been circulated to the Committee at 
the meeting. With regard to those items whose status was marked, ‘Not 
started’ although their status for the current period was marked as, ‘Green’, he 
would look into this and respond by email to the whole Committee. He 
referred to the Members briefing held in the last week to which 22 Members 
had been in attendance and that he was keen to take any further feedback to 
ensure future reporting on the indicators was pertinent and clear. The People 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee had resolved the previous week that the 
Chairs and Party spokespersons from the three Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees should meet to discuss the approach.

A Member commented over the confusing nature of the report and the need to 
see what was relevant to this Committee.

The Chair accepted that this was fair comment and that he would be meeting 
with the other Chairs and Spokespersons to discuss the best way forward for 
performance reporting.
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Resolved – That the report be noted.

26 FINANCIAL MONITORING QUARTER 1 2016//17 

Tom Sault, Head of Financial Services introduced a report which set out the 
projected revenue and capital monitoring position for 2016/17 as at the close 
of quarter 1 (30 June 2016) as reported to Cabinet on 18 July 2016. 

The quarter one revenue report forecast an overspend of £1.1 million for the 
year and sought approval for the allocation of £11.1 million from the Revenue 
Contingency Budget to Directorates and the use of £1.6 million of General 
Fund Balances. The report also updated on other budgetary movements 
which had arisen since the 2016/17 budget was agreed. 

The capital report updated the capital programme to reflect re-profiling of 
schemes between years which produced a capital programme of £58.97 
million for 2016/17. Expenditure after the first quarter concluded was £2.7 
million.

Under the New Operating Model, existing directorates would be superseded 
with new structures based around a Strategic Hub, Business Support function 
and a number of Delivery Units. Overview and Scrutiny Committees had 
already been reconstituted away from a directorate basis to align with Wirral’s 
20/20 three Vision themes of Business, People and Environment. 

A budget realignment process was to take place to align to the New Operating 
Model. In very broad terms People would cover areas currently within Adult 
Social Care and Children and Young People, Environment would cover areas 
within Regeneration and Environment, whilst Business would cover 
Transformation and Resources plus aspects of the Regeneration and 
Environment budget.

Resolved – That the report and appendices be noted.

27 POLICY INFORM: BUSINESS 

The Chair introduced a report on the September Policy Inform Briefing paper 
which provided an overview of ongoing and recent national legislation, bills 
presented to Parliament and emerging policies.

Resolved – That the report be noted.

28 HIGHWAYS AND TRAFFIC REPRESENTATION PANEL MINUTES 

The Chair introduced the minutes of the Highways and Traffic Representation 
Panel held on 6 September, 2016, and it was -
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Resolved – 

(1) That the recommendations of the Highways and Traffic 
Representation Panel as detailed in the minutes of the meeting held 
on 6 September, 2016, be endorsed; and 

(2) The Cabinet Member for Highways and Infrastructure be 
recommended to take appropriate action in respect of a proposal to 
introduce traffic calming features along with a 20mph Traffic 
Regulation Order in Devonshire Place as shown on drawing no. 
DC/0158/100.

29 BUSINESS OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE - WORK PROGRAMME 
UPDATE 

The Committee considered a report from the Chair which explained the 
process of developing a scrutiny work programme for the new municipal year. 
The report provided an update regarding progress made since the last 
Committee meeting held on 12 July. The current work programme was made 
up of a combination of scrutiny reviews, standing items and requested officer 
reports. This provided the committee with an opportunity to plan and regularly 
review its work across the municipal year.

The Chair referred to the need to support the creative sector, and how best to 
alleviate barriers to bring businesses and entrepreneurs into Wirral. With 
regard to the Spotlight session for Wirral Waters this would take place on 
Tuesday, 18 October at 6.00pm in the Town Hall, Wallasey. It was also the 
intention that Members could go and visit Peel holdings in small groups to 
look at what was happening.

Resolved – That the Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee work 
programme for 2016/17, be approved with the addition of a task and 
finish group on supporting the creative sector.

30 ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR (PART 1) 

Councillor Blakeley informed the meeting of a request for a special Committee 
meeting which he had submitted to the Head of Legal and Member Services 
in respect of the Community Patrol service.
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NOTICE OF MOTION: PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT – REPORTING 
ARRANGEMENTS (as referred by the Civic Mayor to the Business Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee)

Proposed by Councillor Phil Gilchrist
Seconded by Councillor Stuart Kelly

Council notes:

1. the training session on the arrangements for Performance Management held on 7 
September 2016, attended by a wide range of Members across all parties, at 
which Members were informed regarding the range of indicators chosen for future 
reports based on the progress with the Wirral Plan;

2. the concern expressed at that meeting that these reports and proposed indicators 
do not cover the range of established indicators that Council Members have 
always followed and expected to see, such as progress with staff appraisals, the 
level of staff sickness and absence and other issues;

3. that many Members at the training session made the case for a wider range of 
indicators to show how Council services are performing;

4. that the former Families and Wellbeing Policy & Performance Committee 
received performance monitoring data on a range of indicators that are and 
remain sensitive and significant in the light of OFSTED’s recent findings.

Council, therefore, requests that:

(i). as the data is still being collected and analysed by officers, a set of such wider 
indicators should be presented to Members on a regular basis;

(ii). accompanying quarterly performance data, there should also be information as 
to the target expected in that quarter, in addition to the year end and Plan end 
(2020) target;

(iii). the choice of indicators needs to be relevant to the 2020 pledge and 
undertakes to review those indicators chosen to measure pledge success prior 
to reporting for Quarter 2 performance;

(iv). officers report to each Overview and Scrutiny committee the ‘added value’ 
expected for those indicators that have been included within the 2020 Vision 
Plan and, in respect of indicators flagged as under or over performing, 
additional information and actions proposed in respect of those indicators.

In order to secure a transparent and open review, Members should be invited to 
submit details of the key areas that they wish to see reported upon by the end of 
October.
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The Spokespersons of each of the newly created Overview and Scrutiny Committees 
should be requested to examine these suggestions and ensure a sufficient, timely 
and readily accessible mechanism for such data in future reports. 
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NOTICE OF MOTION: INWARD INVESTMENT (as referred by the Civic Mayor to 
the Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee)

Proposed by Councillor Phil Davies
Seconded by Councillor Ann McLachlan

This council recognises economic growth is key to realising the Wirral Plan and 
delivering a better life for Wirral’s residents.

Council also notes, despite the government’s lack of enthusiasm for their former 
Chancellor’s flagship regeneration policy The Northern Powerhouse, this authority 
remains committed to working closely with other authorities in the region to drive 
economic success.

Council acknowledges the success to date of the Liverpool City Region in growing 
the economy – currently worth nearly £29billion with output increasing by 8.4% in the 
five years up to 2014 - and recognises Wirral’s economic future is tied to the 
continued success of the City region.

Council further notes the benefit of having Wirral Council’s Leader serve as the 
portfolio holder for Economic Development across the City Region and the added 
profile and opportunity this brings forward for Wirral.

Council is proud of the work being done by Liverpool City Region firms who have 
secured the 2nd highest incidence of high-growth firms in the UK, and by trade and 
business networks supported by this authority to attract new investment to the Wirral, 
including Wirral Chamber of Commerce, Liverpool Local Enterprise Partnership and 
the Council’s Economic Development and Growth unit.

Council supports any opportunity to continue to develop Wirral and the City Region’s 
maturing relationship with China and Chinese businesses, especially in the key 
strategic growth industries of Advanced Manufacturing, Marine and Logistics and 
Clean Energy and Civil Nuclear Engineering.

Council welcomes the decision to partner with Liverpool Vision, Invest Liverpool, 
Wirral-based businesses and the local Chambers of Commerce to promote the 
borough and the wider City Region during a forthcoming joint trade mission to 
Kunming, Guiyang, Qingdao, Shanghai and Wirral’s twin city, Tianjin.

Council supports every effort to drive economic growth, foster stronger relationships 
with investors, and promote Wirral and the wider City Region as the most attractive 
investment partners for Chinese and South East Asian investors.
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NOTICE OF MOTION: TREATING ALL RESIDENTS FAIRLY AND EQUITABLY 
(as referred by the Civic Mayor to the Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee)

Proposed by Councillor Blakeley
Seconded by Councillor Steve Williams

Council notes the overwhelming opposition by local residents to the proposal by 
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service to build a fire station on green belt land in 
Saughall Massie. To date, 2,561 people have signed a petition, 542 people have 
objected online and a further 524 letters and emails have been received by the 
Planning Department. Council also thanks the Saughall Massie Village Area 
Conservation Society and the Wirral Society for their opposition views.
 
Council further notes that when a proposal for a fire station in Greasby was 
proposed, the Leader of the Council instructed Council Officers to withdraw the land 
from consideration, saying 'Having listened to the views of local residents in Greasby 
and representations made by Labour’s Parliamentary candidate in Wirral West, 
Margaret Greenwood, I believe the council-owned land in the centre of Greasby 
would be inappropriate for a fire station and would remove a much-loved local green 
space.'
 
Council believes that all residents and communities of the Borough should be treated 
fairly and equitably and therefore, recognising the massive opposition and the value 
of this much-loved green belt land, requests Officers to withdraw this piece of land 
with immediate effect and further requests that officers continue to work with the fire 
service to find an acceptable alternative. 
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THE WIRRAL PARTNERSHIP

FOREWORD

Councillor George Davies, Cabinet Member - 
Housing and Community Safety

4

Introducing the ‘Wirral Asset Strategy’ to 
Wirral residents and businesses gives me 
great confidence for the future of our 
borough.

Property and land assets are key to the future 
of Wirral and play a central part of the delivery 
of public sector services and enhancing 
community life. We also know that outcomes 
for residents can be delivered effectively in a 
variety of ways and there is opportunity to 
review and change the public sector property 
portfolio. 

Streamlining the Wirral estate will be done 
with all Wirral partners working together to 
ensure all opportunities for positive change 
can be delivered. Freeing property and land 
for reinvestment will provide opportunities for 
commercial and industrial growth and also 
community involvement, in a strategy that 
ensures our public assets are ‘in the right 
place’ to deliver the best services to residents.

This strategy highlights the huge importance 
of Wirral’s public sector assets and how they 
support the delivery of our Wirral Plan. 
It provides the opportunity to become more 
commercial in our approach generating 
income and capital receipts for reinvestment 
and ensuring best value for money from our 
assets for our residents. It clearly outlines the 
bold and innovative steps we need to take to 
move forward to deliver our vision for Wirral’s 
assets and help ‘shape the place’ of Wirral. 

Councillor George Davies  
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“ Freeing property and land for 
 reinvestment will provide 
 opportunities for commercial 
 and industrial growth and also   
 community involvement, in a 
 strategy that ensures our public   
 assets are ‘in the right place’ to 
 deliver the best services to 
 residents “
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THE WIRRAL PARTNERSHIP

INTRODUCTION

The strategy sets the high level framework 
for managing Wirral’s Public Sector land and 
property for the next 5 years. It has been 
developed to guide the collective strategic 
asset decisions of all partners and seeks to 
maximise efficiencies through a collaborative 
approach to the use and management of the 
whole asset portfolio.

This strategy represents a huge opportunity, 
not only for reducing running costs, 
generating revenue income, stimulating 
growth and making savings; but for 
communities that need investment in the 
built environment which will provide jobs, 
homes and high quality public services and 
for those public and private sector partners 
who can help communities to realise that 
vision. 

We will explore every opportunity to reduce 
costs, streamline processes, improve our 
performance and generate income by 

adopting a commercial-minded approach to 
running our business, within an overarching 
commercial strategy. We will explore different 
delivery options for ensuring Wirral has the 
capability and expert support required to 
deliver this strategy. Harnessing the spirit and 
practices of commerce to secure outcomes 
for customers, we will endeavour to go 
further, work faster and become more cost 
efficient than ever before.

To deliver the 2020 vision, the Wirral One 
Public Estate Board will work together to 
ensure Wirral’s property footprint supports 
the delivery of high quality attainable 
services, provides a platform for growth and 
drives opportunities for enhanced 
collaboration with other public bodies. We will 
develop a clear understanding of the needs 
of our customers and the community to 
ensure our assets are ‘in the right place.’ 
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“ This strategy represents a 
 huge opportunity, not only 
 for reducing running costs, 
 generating revenue income, 
 stimulating growth and making   
 savings; but for communities 
 that need investment in the 
 built environment which will 
 provide jobs, homes and high 
 quality public services “
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“Our vision is to create an efficient, 
fit for purpose and sustainable 
estate to deliver better integrated 
public services across Wirral and 
the wider city region, to support 
businesses and to use our assets as 
an enabler for economic growth and 
income generation”.

The Wirral Plan states that “Assets and 
buildings are fit for purpose for Wirral’s 
businesses”. This Pledge is a key building block 
to promote Wirral as a place where employers 
want to invest, where businesses thrive and 
importantly supports a Growth Plan which 
benefits the region. 

The vision is allied to the asset management 
priorities outlined in this strategy and has four 
inter-related principles:

• Delivering more integrated and    
 customer focused services – to    
 empower, inspire and enable our    
 customers, working in complete    
 partnership with all agencies through 
 the borough.
• Creating economic growth – releasing   
 surplus land and property to stimulate   
 economic growth, regeneration, new   
 housing and employment.
• Generating capital receipts and    
 revenue streams – substantial capital   
 receipts achieved through released of land   
 and  property assets to invest in new   
 schemes which create transformational   
 places and services and generate ongoing   
 revenue streams.
• Reducing running costs – to ensure   
 better value for money.

Wirral’s land and property has an invaluable 
role to play as a key part of this bold public 
sector reform, that will drive forward socio-
economic change and secure a sustainable 
future for our communities; through the rapid 
disposal or rationalisation of underperforming 
assets, innovative development of unused or 
surplus land and targeted investment, to 
ensure that all opportunities for 
commercialisation are optimised.

This strategy strengthens the delivery of the 
Wirral Plan, acting as a key enabler to and 
having direct links with, other pledges 
including:

• Thriving small businesses.
• Vibrant tourism economy.
• Greater job opportunities in Wirral.
• Increase inward investment.
• Community services are joined up and   
 accessible.
• Good quality housing that meets the needs  
 of residents.
• Older people live well.
• Young people are ready for work and   
 adulthood.
• Wirral neighbourhoods are safe.
• Attractive local environment for Wirral   
 residents.
• Leisure and cultural opportunities for all.
• Wirral residents live healthier lives.
• Transport and technology fit for the future   
 (the Digital Strategy).
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“ Wirral’s land and property has 
 an invaluable role to play as a 
 key part of this bold public sector 
 reform, that will drive forward 
 socio-economic change and 
 secure a sustainable future for 
 our communities “
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What are Assets?
An asset can be defined as “an item, thing or 
entity that has the potential or actual value to 
an organisation”. Whilst asset management is 
about using assets to deliver value and achieve 
the organisations business objectives.

Wirral assets include: service delivery buildings 
such as cemeteries, leisure centres, libraries, 
municipal buildings, schools, town halls, depots 
and operational land such as car parks, golf 
courses, parks and nature reserves. Non-
service delivery assets include leased land and 
buildings, industrial units and tenancies, many 
of which return an income for the Council.

What we have been told
In 2013 the Local Government Association 
(LGA) reported that when comparing best 
practice asset management, ‘councils that had 
delivered significant reductions in corporate 
estate and consequent costs, secured capital 
receipts and at the same time developed 
services for customers with partners’, were 
seen as high performing councils. Wirral had
at this point in time, made limited progress. 

A financial peer review in 2015 echoed these 
findings  in recognising that there was an 
opportunity for the Council Asset Management 
Plan to be further developed to ensure that 
assets are used to make a significant 
contribution to savings targets and develop a 
multi-agency approach to one Wirral public 
estate. This asset strategy sets out how this will 
be achieved.

The Partnership Asset Portfolio
Wirral Council was formed in 1974, merging the 
urban district councils of Birkenhead, Wallasey, 
Bebington and Hoylake; consequently Wirral 
has an extensive and diverse property 
portfolio, often with duplication. Most of the 

property involves direct provision of public 
services for which we have a statutory or 
discretionary responsibility, including schools 
(primary, secondary and special), libraries, 
museums, leisure centres, playing fields, 
administration offices, town halls, youth, 
children’s and family centres, depots. 

In January 2016 the Council had a total of 1898 
assets, including:

• Leisure related assets 
• Cultural assets including art galleries,   
 libraries, museums, historical landmarks   
 and memorials
• Municipal and other offices
• Parks, allotments, public toilets, natural   
 areas and cemeteries
• Social and community assets
• Car parks
• Education and other children’s    
 establishments 
• Recreation areas, outbuildings, pavilions
• Public open spaces
• Non-operational assets: industrial units,   
 ground leases, easements, commercial   
 assets, vacant/cleared land and buildings
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Financially this means:

• total current asset value in excess of
 £450 million 
• total annual rental income of £1.6 million
• annual spend in excess of £3.5 million to   
 repair and maintain the estate 
• annual spend £7.5m for utilities charges

Between 2009 and 2015 there were 17 
successful Community Asset Transfers of 
building assets to the community.

In 2014 Merseyside Police published its Estate 
Strategy to undertake a far-reaching 
transformation of the police estate affecting 
the buildings occupied and the conduct of the 
police service across Merseyside. It aims to 
reduce maintenance and lease costs and will 
require the co-locating of police teams in the 
community. The efficiencies gained will protect 
front line policing. Co-location projects have 
commenced to deliver community police 
stations from Council premises and a 
successful Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub 
operates from a former municipal office with 
benefits being felt across the partnership.

Wirral’s Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub was 
established in 2014 and now has over 60 staff 
from a range of agencies including Council, 
Police, Health Service, National Probation 
service, working together to look after the 
most vulnerable in our communities.

Merseyside Fire & Rescue’s 2010-15 Asset 
Management Plan stated that their properties 
were old fashioned, lacked community facilities, 
were unwelcoming to communities and had 
poor access. Overall many of the stations were 
not for purpose, oversized and environmentally 
inefficient. They are undertaking a 
comprehensive review of their assets across 
Merseyside including Wirral with strategic aims 
of exploring property links with partner 

organisations and increasing end user 
involvement. Good examples of where this is 
already happening is the co-location of youth 
facilities at Wallasey Fire Station and the new 
facility in Birkenhead which will see “The Hive” 
Youth Hub occupying land adjacent to the fire 
station opening in 2017.

Healthy Wirral is the plan to re-shape health 
services and social care in Wirral. It focuses on 
community based health services integrating 
primary and acute care systems – joining up 
GP, hospital, community and mental health 
services. This project emulates the partnership 
asset objectives in looking at the importance of 
delivering key services from a range of Wirral 
assets and will be a significant strand of the 
One Wirral Public Estate Group to explore best 
practice in delivering the joined-up care system 
across the Borough.

In 2014 Wirral’s first co-located Primary and 
Special School opened in Pensby following a 
£13m investment; this supported the Primary 
place review to rationalise 3 schools into one 
and built the first new special school in 44 
years.

We recognise that there is a significant gap 
between our vision for Wirral’s assets and 
where we currently are. We know that many 
assets are not fit for purpose and that the 
public sector can work more effectively 
together through a shared approach. We also 
know that we have not optimised the 
commercial value of our assets or maximised 
the role assets can play in delivering the Wirral 
Plan.

This strategy has been developed to ensure 
that working together as a partnership we can 
do things differently and bridge the gap to 
achieve our vision.
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“ We recognise that there is a 
 significant gap between our 
 vision for Wirral’s assets and    
 where we currently are. We 
 know that many assets are 
 not fit for purpose and that 
 the public sector can work 
 more effectively together 
 through a shared approach “
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Our Approach 
The strategy identifies the need to understand 
the collective strength and added value of 
assets that are owned or used by the public 
sector in Wirral, to help inform a single asset 
management profile and strategy. It will be 
further developed in partnership with a range 
of public sector, voluntary and community 
sector organisations and led by the newly 
formed Wirral One Public Estate Group initially 
supported by Local Partnerships. 

In order to deliver the strategy we will:
• Establish governance and resourcing   
 arrangements to drive the rationalisation of  
 the public estate in Wirral.
• Agree a vision for the overall public estate in  
 Wirral with the Wirral Partnership Board.
• Agree a core office accommodation   
 strategy, building on the rationalisation   
 already achieved. 
• Carry out a series of locality (looking at all   
 the public property in an area) and thematic  
 (looking at specific types of property such   
 as leisure or depots) reviews to identify   
 assets to be retained, enhanced or    
 disposed of. These reviews will identify   
 opportunities for co-location with partners   
 and potential sites for housing and or   
 economic growth.
• Consider the most effective management   
 arrangements to deliver the strategy,   
 including alternative delivery model options.
• Consider opportunities for strategic   
 acquisition where there is a positive   
 business case and the acquisition helps   
 deliver regeneration and/or other council   
 priorities. 
• Consider opportunities for using our assets  
 as investment to deliver long term returns   
 to the Council.

This will be achieved by a process of:
• Mapping assets.

• Understanding performance for occupancy,  
 cost, condition, suitability, alternative use   
 and value.
• Reviewing assets in partnership with   
 partners or independently.
• Proposing and agreeing for each asset   
 – ‘retain, enhance, dispose’, after    
 undertaking a robust “asset challenge”. 
• Establishing a programme to deliver ‘retain,  
 enhance, dispose’ of assets, which will be   
 subject to an options appraisal for the most  
 effective delivery method.

Scope
The scope of this strategy is far reaching due 
to the impact Wirral assets have on business, 
service delivery and the wider community 
interests. The main areas of influence are:

Partnership
Working closer within the Wirral Partnership to 
share and develop assets to deliver Wirral’s 
2020 pledges for business, people and the 
environment, these include: Wirral Chamber of 
Commerce, private investors, community and 
friends groups and other public bodies such as 
NHS, Police, Fire and Ambulance.

Commercial
In order to ensure the commercial value of our 
assets it is essential that we recognise assets 
as catalysts for regeneration and private 
sector investment negotiations. There are a 
number of key activities which be uppermost 
in outcome delivery targets, these include: 
• Taking a commercial approach to estate   
 management, taking decisions on retention  
 and use based on asset performance.
• Actively exploring property and other   
 commercial developments, taking a   
 commercial approach to the value of our   
 assets and the council’s covenant.
• Undertaking regular review of rents and   
 other charging policies and benchmarking   
 against sector comparisons.
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• Aligning the capital programme to the   
 Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP)
• Enabling other growth initiatives such as   
 housing, tourism, business, economic and   
 digital

Growth
Use the process of delivering the core estate 
and rationalisation to support economic and 
housing growth and able to actively pursue 
joint opportunities for commercial 
development of existing sites including land 
assembly with our partners, closely aligned 
with Wirral’s Growth Plan. Actively explore 
Alternative Delivery Models to generate income 
and business growth.

Modernisation
Achieve a fit for purpose and efficient core 
estate, which provides value for money for 
Wirral customers, increases sustainability and 
meets changing business requirements, 
including school assets which are able deliver 
excellent teaching and learning. The 
implementation of the Digital Strategy will 
support how and where people undertake 
their work across the Wirral Partnership. The 
right approach will support customers and 
employees, affording greater flexibility and 
performance for a modern, commercial 
organisation operating in a digital world.

Rationalisation
Better management of property assets will 
maximise revenue savings through 
rationalisation of the Council’s estate which in 
turn will generate capital receipts and create 
new revenue streams. Quality asset data will 
be used to measure performance and inform 
rationalisation plans.

Financial 
Setting budgets for both revenue and capital 
requirements will capture the significant 
financial benefits associated with the disposal 
and rationalisation of property and land 
assets, which will yield capital receipts. Indirect 
revenue benefits include: new homes bonus, 
increased council tax income; increased 
business rates, increased income for assets 
held by the Council, carbon reduction for more 
efficient building and targeted capital schemes, 
reduced facilities management costs and other 
running costs. Receipts generated from the 
disposal of the Council’s property assets will be 
utilised to fund planned capital spend. Failure 
to obtain the required level of capital receipts 
will mean that the Council either needs to 
borrow money to fund its capital programme 
or reduce the capital programme. The Council’s 
Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 
indicates the resource issues and principles 
that shape the Council Budget over the next 
four years. As a key Council strategy it sets out 
the financial plans that support and enable the 
Council to deliver the Wirral Plan. 

One Wirral Public Estate
Wirral has established the “One Wirral Public 
Estate Group” which is based on the national 
One Public Estate Programme, a pioneering 
and ambitious initiative funded by the Cabinet 
Office and delivered in partnership with The 
LGA. It brings together all public sector bodies 
within a locality, to work together in delivering a 
radically new approach to managing their land 
and property. 

Activities to deliver this strategy will use these 
principles with a focus on collaboration 
between local partners. Going forward this 
group will also contribute to wider Liverpool 
City Region One Public Estate asset approach. 
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Local Partnerships, the organisation jointly 
owned by the LGA and HM Treasury on behalf 
of the One Wirral Public Estate Group will 
support the group during its early 
development and to particularly focus on the 
required outcomes of the strategy. The work of 
the group will also build on the development 
approach undertaken with NHS Wirral and its 
partners through “Vanguard” which will see 
significant changes to the NHS. 

The One Wirral Public Estate Group is formed 
from asset professionals from: Wirral Council, 
Police, Fire Service, Ambulance, Integrated 
Transport, Clinical Commissioning Group, 
Probation Service, Education Skills & 
Employment, Housing Providers, Citizens 
Advice Bureau, NHS and Department for Work 
and Pensions. It is likely that other 
organisations will come forward as the group 
matures. It is recognised that this collaboration 
will be vital in the success of the Wirral Plan as 
public sector financial challenges increase. 

Governance
In line with the Wirral Plan, the Council will 
provide the strategic lead for Wirral’s 
sustainable growth through the One Wirral 
Public Estate Board. This board will:
• Provide strong leadership.
• Communicate with, listen to, understand,   
 consult and involve partners, stakeholders   
 and businesses.
• Understand the needs of its customers and  
 local markets to shape its places to make   
 them work much better than we have   
 before.
• Use public sector assets much more   
 responsively to meet the needs of    
 businesses and our communities.
• Ensure a positive planning environment.

• Being ambitious to help deliver an even   
 stronger future for the Liverpool City Region  
 by influencing growth and decision making   
 beyond our statutory boundaries.

Successful delivery of the One Wirral 
Partnership Estate will result in a number of 
positive outcomes:
• Assets and buildings are fit for purpose for   
 Wirral businesses.
• Delivery of more integrated and customer   
 focused services.
• Reduced running costs.
• Increased commercial worth.
• Support for economic and housing growth.
• Generation of capital receipts and ongoing   
 revenue streams.
• Retained assets that are fit for purpose.
• Increase the use of digital technologies to   
 support business, customer service and an  
 agile workforce.
• A stronger and cohesive portfolio of assets   
 which work effectively for the benefit of the  
 wider Wirral public service agenda.
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“ Better management of property    
 assets will maximise revenue 
 savings through rationalisation 
 of the Council’s estate which in    
 turn will generate capital receipts   
 and create new revenue streams “
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Five priority themes have been 
identified in order to deliver the 
asset strategy. Each of these themes 
has a number of associated key 
actions that will ensure that the 
‘vision’ becomes a reality.

Priority 1 - Place Shaping 
What do we mean: Place shaping is where, 
together with our partners, we will collectively 
use our influence, powers and abilities to 
create attractive, prosperous and safe 
communities; places where people want to live, 
work and do business. In order to accomplish 
this, we need to understand the required 
provision and how our assets can be used to 
drive this aspiration going forward. 

This priority supports regeneration and local 
growth enabling business investment and 
town centre rejuvenation projects. It enables 
land assets to be released for housing and 
devolution projects across the Liverpool City 
region. There are direct links to the growth 
plan, housing strategy and digital strategy

Priority 2 - Asset Policy and Strategy 
What do we mean: All strategic decisions must 
reflect the policies set out in the asset strategy. 
The Council’s Asset and Capital Group will 
ensure greater understanding of each service 
ambition and take decisions to achieve 
optimum efficiency from the Council’s assets. 
The decisions at this level will contribute to the 
One Wirral Public Estate along with other 
partner asset priorities.

Priority 3 - One Wirral Public Estate
What do we mean: This priority seeks to 
maximise efficiencies through a collaborative 
approach to managing, sharing and driving 
value from our property estate across the 
Wirral Partnership. Delivery will streamline the 
public sector asset base, encourage and 
support community asset transfer and ensure 
we are able to deliver the right service in the 
right place. Consideration will be given to the 
four constituency area hubs and ensuring 
integrated workplaces and delivery models 
and ensuring robust school place planning.

Priority 4 - Financial Efficiency
What do we mean: Maximise the value 
achieved from land and building assets, 
through the best combination of revenue 
savings and income generation. Continuing the 
rationalisation of assets, increasing capital 
receipts and minimising facilities management 
costs. Implementing a robust Capital 
programme which will support service needs, 
whilst driving efficiencies and delivering carbon 
reduction targets.

Priority 5 - Managing the Corporate portfolio
What do we mean: Overseeing day to day 
management to ensure effective use of the 
estate including existing property maintenance 
and repair, effective management of leases 
and licences and identification and streamlined 
disposals and transfers of surplus properties.   
Developing new buildings that are well 
designed and fully meet service needs to 
facilitate the optimal delivery of frontline 
services, support economic growth, 
investment and job creation.  
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HOW WE WILL DELIVER THIS STRATEGY

The following actions will be 
delivered over the lifetime of this 
strategy with detailed project plans 
to be developed. There will be 
regular monitoring of the actions 
and the outcomes delivered through 
the Wirral One Public Estate Group. 
An annual review of the strategy will 
take place, ensuring that the 
objectives meet the ambitious 
transformation agenda.
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1. Place Shaping

Theme Lead: Senior Manager, Asset Management, Wirral Council

Action By When Lead Organisation

Complete a Business Survey – with focus on the 
commercial business requirements across Wirral 
which will set the direction and approach to 
remodelling available assets. 

December 2016 Wirral Chamber of 
Commerce via the 
One Wirral Public 
Estate Group

Asset Challenge 1: Conduct pilot council service 
asset reviews –   The continued use of individual 
assets will be challenged and reviewed.

July 2017 Wirral Council

Asset Challenge 2: Conduct pilot area asset reviews 
– to identify opportunities for shared use of assets 
and/or alternative options for management or 
ownership; to reduce the number of properties 
occupied and simplify customer access to the Public 
Sector.

July 2017 Wirral Council

	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 	 																											WIRRAL	ASSET	STRATEGY

ACTION PLANS
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2. Asset Policy and Strategy

Theme Lead: Manager, Asset Strategy, Wirral Council

Action By When Lead Organisation

Governance – establish a process to ensure that all 
asset decision making is assessed for compliance 
within the asset strategy.

July 2016 Wirral Council

Policy Review – asset policies to be reviewed October 2016 Wirral Council

Responsibilities – ensure explicit responsibility is 
embedded for strategic asset management decision 
making (within the Council and The One Public Estate 
Group) to ensure rapid disposal, transfer or re-
alignment of assets.

April 2017 Wirral Council 

Alternative Delivery Models - undertake an asset 
management capacity assessment review to consider 
whether Wirral has the capability to deliver its 
property plans, ensuring access to expert support, 
considering strategic workforce planning. To be 
regularly revisited.

April 2017 Wirral Council

Conduct National Benchmarking – of the condition 
of the retained estate to measure performance 
against government targets, success of maintenance 
management policies and to prioritise allocation of 
resources.

April 2018 Wirral Council
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3. One Wirral Public Estate

Theme Lead: Senior Manager, Asset Management, Wirral Council

Action By When Lead Organisation

Wirral Partnership – establish the forum for The 
One Wirral Public Estate Group to include private, 
voluntary, community and other organisations, 
together with a programme of meetings (proposed 
4 times a year).

July 2016 Wirral Council
Local Government 
Association

Process – establish the collaborative approach for 
considering options for the management and 
ownership of Wirral’s collective assets and increasing 
the pace of disposals and asset transfers including:
• What the partners want to achieve with property  
xcin meeting the priorities?                                                
• Why and when they want to do it?                             
• Providing sufficient resources to achieve the 
xcoutcomes.                                                                         
• Shaping capital programmes to deliver the desired 
xcoutcomes.                                                                         
• Ensuring elected members and/or trustees views       
xcare considered.

February 2017 The One Wirral 
Public Estate Group

Electronic Mapping – of Wirral public service assets 
to provide a basis for discussions, within the terms of 
reference decided above.

April 2017 Wirral Council     
Wirral Estates 
Collaborative
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4. Financial Efficiency

Theme Lead: Manager, Assets & Surveying, Wirral Council

Action By When Lead Organisation

Review Council owned commercial property – 
identify opportunities to release Council owned 
assets for commercial development; generate 
additional income from surplus or underperforming 
space; optimise the use of our real estate; facilitate 
new build schemes via alternative delivery options. 

December 2016 Wirral Council

Capital Programme Performance Strategy – review 
capital project performance against anticipated 
outcomes.

December 2016
(6 month reviews)

Wirral Council

Establish a Sustainability Strategy and develop an 
Energy and Carbon Management System – to 
complement the Asset Management System and 
comply with requirements to drive improvement in 
energy efficiency and reduction in CO2 emissions

January 2017  Wirral Council

Implement Office Rationalisation Programme – to 
identify efficient co-location models with the aim of 
reducing office space to 10 people for 6 desks. 
• Complete study September 2016.                              
• Report recommendation of study by December    
xc2016.                                                                                  
• Implement programme by March 2017

March 2017 Wirral Council
One Public Estate

Complete facilities management data capture 
programme – Capture running costs for priority 
assets to support and enable strategic decisions.

December 2018 Wirral Council
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5. Maintaining the Corporate Estate

Theme Lead: Senior Manager, Construction & FM, Wirral Council

Action By When Lead Organisation

Implement Capital Programme - the Asset and 
Capital Group will direct the capital programme.

December 2016 Wirral Council

Implement Repair and Maintenance Programme – 
implement a rolling programme of condition surveys 
with a funded programme of repairs, to reduce 
backlog maintenance; ensure assets are fit for 
purpose and performing efficiently; inform strategic 
decisions to vacate high cost properties.

December 2016 Wirral Council

Embed Asset Management System – create a 
reporting structure giving accurate and meaningful 
data to inform strategic decisions. Reports to 
include: fully detailed property reports, suitability 
assessments, condition surveys, analysis of running 
costs and level of usage.

September 2017 Wirral Council
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Performance measurement and management is critical in ensuring the success of any strategy. 
The new Asset Management System, commissioned in November 2015, will support the 
management and performance of the estate, allowing benchmarking and sharing of data 
amongst partner organisations, this will be linked to the Transformation programme.

Indicator Current Performance Source

Increase commercial asset space available    
for release 

To be developed  and 
baseline established in 

2016/17

One Wirral Public 
Estate Group

Increase income generation from Wirral 
Council’s investment properties and 
underperforming space

£1.6m in 2015/16 Wirral Council

Capital Receipts £ generated by the disposal 
of Wirral Council’s surplus assets

£1.28m in 2015/16 Wirral Council

Reduction in Wirral Council’s corporate 
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) due to 
energy use 

2008/09 baseline 45,481 
tonnes from which we 

measure progress 
towards a 60%   

reduction by 2025       
                  

A reduction of 14,085 
tonnes since the  
2008/09 baseline

Target for 2016/17 is 
31,761 tonnes

Wirral Council

Increase the multi-use of assets through 
shared / alternative use   

To be developed and 
baseline established in 

2016/17

One Wirral Public 
Estate Group

30
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Assets play an essential role in the 
delivery of public services and have 
the potential to drive the financial 
stability of the Wirral Partnership 
and economic success of Wirral. 

We are facing unprecedented challenges which 
call for profound change and adaptation. 
Delivering this strategy will take huge strides in 
developing long term relationships with all 
organisations and businesses in Wirral to 
secure a sustainable future and a thriving base 
for commerce. 

This is a new approach to delivering services 
and how we manage the asset portfolio in 
order to maximise growth and financial 
stability. We will work together to create an 
open and fast moving partnership, seeking all 
opportunities to collaborate, in ways that will 
achieve rapid results.

Together we will play a pivotal role in 
modernising asset management in Wirral, 
helping to shape the place of Wirral,   
sgenerating crucial savings targets and 
ensuring that the wide ranging 2020 pledges 
are successfully delivered.

	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 	 																											WIRRAL	ASSET	STRATEGY

CONCLUSION
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THE WIRRAL PARTNERSHIP

The new Asset Management System, commissioned in November 2015, will support the 
management and performance of the estate, allowing benchmarking and sharing of data 
amongst partner organisations, this will be linked to the Transformation programme.

Organisation Lead Officer Supporting Officer(s)

Local Partnerships  Jenny Coombs, 
Director

Pauline Davis, 
Project Manager

Wirral Council Jeannette Royle, 
Senior Manager – 
Asset Management

Tony Simpson, Manager – 
Assets &Surveying
Steve McMorran, 
Manager – Assets & Surveying
Mandy Chesters, 
Manager – Asset Strategy

NHS John Loughlin, 
Associate Director 
of Infrastructure

Mark Greatrex, 
Director of Finance
Val McGee, 
Director of Integration 
& Partnerships
Dawn Williams, 
Head of Estates
Mark Blakeman, 
Director of Informatics 
Mark Bakewell, 
Chief Financial Officer CWP, NHS

Wirral CCG Jon Develing, 
Chief Officer

Iain Stewart,                             
Head of Direct Commissioning

Wirral University Teaching Hospital Gary Lewis, Associate 
Director of Estates

One Wirral                             
Public Estate Group

Cheshire & Wirral Partnership Sheena Cumiskey, 
Chief Executive

Justin Pidcock, 
Associate Director Estates 
& Facilities (Acting)
Tom Parry, 
Transformation Projects 
Manager

9.0 ONE WIRRAL PUBLIC ESTATE GROUP 
– MEMBERS AND KEY CONTACTS
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Wirral Chamber of Commerce Paula Basnett, 
Chief Executive Officer

Clatterbridge Cancer Centre NHS 
Foundation Trust

Fiona Jones, 
Project Director

Merseyside Fire and Rescue Stewart Woods, 
Head of Estates

Merseyside Police Mary Donnellan, 
Head of Estates and 
Facilities Management

Wirral Met College Sue Higginson, 
Principal and Chief 
Executive Officer

DWP Gillian Thomas, 
Business Job Centre 
Plus Merseyside

Magenta Living Joanne Francom, 
Assistant Director

North West Ambulance Service Chris Baker, 
Estates Manager

Neil Maher, 
Assistant Director Estates

HCA Jacqui Walsh, 
Area Manager
Carl Moore

Land Registry Pam White, 
Business Development 
Team Leader

Other asset groups

One Public Estate – City Region Simon McEneny (Liverpool CC)
Aneesha Ray (Liverpool CC)

Wirral Estates Collaborative Karen Howell, 
Chief Executive, Wirral Community NHS Trust

	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 	 																											WIRRAL	ASSET	STRATEGY
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(i) One Public Estate: Transforming Property and Services LGA and Cabinet Office (August 2014)
(ii) The Role and Value of Local Authority Assets in Town Centres  (Published by APSE January 2014)
(iii) Wirral Growth Plan (Approved by Cabinet 4 February 2016)

THE WIRRAL PARTNERSHIP

REFERENCES
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
TUESDAY 29th November 2016

REPORT TITLE: LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED 
AUTHORITY SCRUTINY PANEL UPDATE 

REPORT OF: THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE

REPORT SUMMARY

This report is to give Members an update of the work of the Liverpool City Region 
Combined Authority Scrutiny Panel.  

RECOMMENDATION/S
1. Members are requested to note the contents of the report which provides an 

update on the developments of the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority 
Scrutiny Panel.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASON/S FOR RECOMMENDATION/S

To ensure members of the Business Overview & Scrutiny Committee are 
updated on the developments of the Liverpool City Region Combined 
Authority Scrutiny Panel 

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Not Applicable

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 The Liverpool City Region consists of the six local authority areas covering 
Halton, Knowsley, St Helens, Sefton, Liverpool and Wirral. The Combined 
Authority is made up of the Mayor of Liverpool and Leaders of Halton, 
Knowsley, St Helens, Sefton and Wirral local authorities, along with the Chair 
of the Local Enterprise Partnership. The LCRA is a strategic authority with 
powers over transport, economic development and regeneration. Transport 
policy of the combined authority is delivered by the Merseytravel functional 
body.

3.2 To support the Combined Authority, a Scrutiny Panel has been established to:

 Provide  ‘critical friend’ challenge to policy and strategy development;
 Undertake scrutiny reviews into areas of strategic importance for the people 

of the Liverpool City Region; and
 Monitor the delivery of the Authority’s strategic plan.

4.0 SCRUTINY PANEL MEETINGS

4.1 The Scrutiny Panel last met on 19th October 2016 and the following key items 
were discussed:

4.2 Short-Hop Bus Fares Scrutiny Review
A report was presented to the Scrutiny Panel which highlighted the response 
of Merseytravel to the Short-Hop Bus Fares Scrutiny Review (Appendix 1).  
A further progress report will be presented to the Scrutiny Panel in 12 months’ 
time.

 
4.3 Governance and Revised Constitution 

A report on the latest developments around the delivery of the Liverpool City 
Region Devolution Deal was presented to the Scrutiny Panel.  A paper has 
also been produced proposing the principles by which the LCRCA will operate 
scrutiny in the future (Appendix 2). These principles will be incorporated into 
the revised constitution of the LCRCA once the provisions of the Orders are 
known.  The views of the Scrutiny Panel Members were requested at the 
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meeting which will then be reported to the Combined Authority as part of the 
development of the revised constitution.

4.4 Scrutiny Work Programme 
A report on the Scrutiny Work Programme was presented to the Scrutiny 
Panel.  It was reported that once the work has been completed on the 
Apprenticeships review it will have finished its original work plan. Members’ 
initial guidance was sought on developing its next programme of work, which, 
it was suggested could again be a mixture of formal review work and reports 
on specific issues brought to the formal meetings of the Scrutiny Panel. It was 
suggested that any initial views could be further considered at one of the 
evidence sessions being organised for the Apprenticeships work with a formal 
work programme being drawn up and brought to the January Scrutiny Panel 
meeting.

5.0 TASK & FINISH SCRUTINY REVIEWS UPDATE

5.1 The Scrutiny Panel is currently carrying out a Task & Finish Scrutiny Review 
on Apprenticeships in the City Region.  The aim of the review is to ensure 
there are arrangements in place across the Liverpool City Region that make 
best use of available resources to deliver first class apprenticeships that are 
most likely to lead to permanent full-time employment.  The review is 
scheduled to be carried out over four evidence sessions with a final report 
likely to be reported to the formal Scrutiny Panel meeting in January 2017.

6.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable

7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
Not Applicable

8.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS
The delivery of the scrutiny work programme will be met from within existing 
resources. 

9.0 RELEVANT RISKS 
Not Applicable

10.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION 
Not Applicable

11.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
This report is for information to Members and there are no direct equality 
implications.
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REPORT AUTHOR: Michael Lester
Scrutiny Officer
0151 691 8628
email:  michaellester@wirral.gov.uk

 
APPENDICES.  
1. Short Hop Bus Fares Scrutiny Review
2. LCRCA Scrutiny Principles

REFERENCE MATERIAL
SUBJECT HISTORY (last 3 years)
Council Meeting Date
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Appendix 2 
 
It should be noted that the majority of the responses below are provided on the premise that the Liverpool City 

Region Bus Alliance continues to be the principle mechanism for the delivery of the Liverpool City Region Bus 

Strategy within the short term, whilst a wider assessment of options that will be available to the LCR Combined 

Authority under the Bus Services Bill is completed.  

Recommendation Merseytravel Response 

Cost of Fares  
Review supported fares to analyse the 
costs/benefits of introducing short distance fares 
on supported services.  

The Liverpool City Region Bus Strategy, which was approved by 
the LCR Combined Authority on 15th April 2016, has, as a key 
priority, value for money and affordable ticketing.  An 
assessment of options (including franchising, enhanced 
partnerships) available to Combined Authorities with Metro 
Mayors under the Bus Services Bill will be commenced shortly.  
This will be a robust, comprehensive and complex piece of work.  
The review undertaken by the LCR Scrutiny Panel on Affordable 
Fares will be considered as part of this assessment.  Fare 
modelling will be undertaken to identify the optimal approach to 
fares (structure and levels) to support the aims of the LCR Bus 
Strategy and to consider the best approach to achieving their 
implementation. The approach to assessment of options for bus 
has previously been endorsed by the Combined Authority.   As 
the assessment will commence shortly and take place over the 
next two years, it is not proposed to undertake a separate review 
of supported fares which cover only 15% of the network.    

Continue to develop a range of tickets that 
includes an ‘all operator’ carnet ticket and other 
innovations.  

The delivery of multi-operator Carnets, along with other 
innovations such as the introduction of a multi-operator day 
ticket, are included in Merseytravel’s Walrus Smart Ticketing 
programme which was approved by Merseytravel Committee in 
April 2016 for delivery over  a three year period  linked to the LCR 
Bus Alliance. A final programme will be brought forward in 
Autumn 2016. 

To raise, through the Alliance, a trial at a key 
centre which incorporates short distance fares 
as part of the agreement.  

A short distance fare has historically been provided on Arriva 
services in the Southport area.  Merseytravel will raise the 
potential for analysis of the cost and benefit of this approach on 
a bilateral basis and will seek to bring a report back for further 
consideration by Members.  However, it is important to note that 
Merseytravel’s ability to discuss fares at a multi-operator level 
through the Alliance (or indeed under any arrangement) is 
strictly limited by competition law governed by the Competition 
and Markets Authority.   

Information about Fares  
Ensure that the emerging bus strategy includes 
information on fares as a key element  

The LCR’s Bus Strategy, approved by the LCR Combined Authority 
on 15th April 2016 has, as a key priority, “Improving Customer 
Experience Off-Bus” with the objective of enhancing information 
provision to improve customer confidence.  The Strategy stresses 
the importance of digital and web development to support this 
aim including improved fare and journey planning information. 

Develop the Merseytravel website/apps to 
incorporate fare information on point to point 
fares in conjunction with work undertaken by 
the Bus Alliance.  

As part of the Bus Services Bill, ‘open data’ provisions to third 
party developers will enable them to have access to relevant 
information to improve the customer offering.  It will enable 
apps to be developed to meet customer demand on both journey 
planning and fares.  This is an element of the Bill that 
Merseytravel fully welcome.  In addition, a refresh of the 
Merseytravel website is due to take place during 2016/2017. An 
element of this refresh is to provide better information on fare 
options to all transport customers. As part of the Smart Ticketing Page 57
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work stream, linked to the Bus Alliance, the Walrus portal, which 
is also scheduled to go live in 2017, will enable customers to 
purchase both operator and Merseytravel pre-paid smart tickets 
on line.  Scoping is currently being undertaken to  define how we 
best support customers to select the correct product rom a value 
for money perspective for the journeys they have  planned. As a 
more consistent fare structure is now in place for the majority of 
operator single trips the focus in the short term  will remain on 
promoting the flat fare at bus stops/on bus/through where 
appropriate digital means etc. 

The Bus Alliance customer experience 
workstream develops a strategy with all 
operators on main routes to publicise fares 
between key centres by operator. This to include 
the consideration of publishing fares at shelters 
and in timetables.  

Merseytravel continues to raise the importance of value for 
money fares with operators.  In line with this, and LCR’s Bus 
Strategy, and in support of the Alliance’s aims, Arriva and 
Stagecoach have taken the decision to implement a more 
consistent fare structure (with differential for river crossing) 
across the Merseyside area.  A more harmonised fare structure 
by each operator has significantly reduced the cost for such City 
Region residents (particularly for residents in St Helens/Wirral 
and parts of Sefton), the volume of available fares and raises the 
potential for fares to be better promoted including at bus stops 
and in timetables.  This will be taken forward by the Customer 
Growth workstream of the Alliance.   

Task the Bus Alliance customer experience 
workstream to develop point-to-point fares as 
part of the journey planner as a long term 
development. 

As part of Merseytravel’s contribution to the Alliance (and the 
aims of the LCR Bus Strategy), a refresh of the Merseytravel 
website/digital presence is due to take place during 2016/2017. 
An element of this refresh is to provide better information on 
fare options from all operators to customers (Arriva and 
Stagecoach have their own apps/journey planners) so that 
customers can make informed choices. The Walrus portal, linked 
to the Smart Ticketing workstream of the Bus Alliance, is also 
scheduled to go live in 2017. This will enable customers to 
purchase both operators and Merseytravel pre-paid tickets and 
smart tickets on line. Scoping is currently being undertaken, 
which will involve operators, to consider how we support 
customers to select the correct product from a value for money 
perspective based on the journeys they make. Merseytravel have 
regularly pressed the issue of a consistent value for money fare 
structure with operators.  This has led to no increases for a 
number of years in single fares by the main operators and cuts in 
fare for parts of the LCR, with the introduction of a more 
consistent fare structure.  Merseytravel will continue to stress 
the importance of value for money fares to operators on behalf 
of the LCR Combined Authority.  As a simplified fare structure is 
in place, the focus in the short term will remain on promoting the 
flat fare at bus stops/on bus and where appropriate through 
digital means to improve fare information.   

Improved Bus Flow across the LCR   
Work with Local authority partners to encourage 
improved traffic management arrangements to 
improve punctuality/reliability. The Better Bus 
Area evaluation should help inform this. 

The Better Bus Area remains in place with a remit to address 
issues affecting punctuality and reliability within its area of the 
east of Merseyside. NB. The scope of the BBA doesn’t cover the 
whole City Region.  The Alliance also has a Punctuality and 
Reliability workstream which is tasked with identifying issues 
relating to bus punctuality, coordinating the potential for 
improvement with the relevant highway authority, and delivering 
agreed schemes in conjunction with districts.   The approved Key 
Route Network has been developed to align with busier bus 
routes and the lead officer for the KRN sits on the Alliance’s Page 58
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programme board, providing a vital link between these two 
cross-cutting pieces of work.  

Future opportunities, including legislative 
background and Buses Bill  

 

Continue to work with Transport Focus to 
influence their work in relation to ticketing and 
user/non user perceptions re ‘value for money’ 
and distance.  

Transport Focus will be part of the Alliance, with a seat on the 
Joint Alliance Board taken by their Passenger Director, David 
Sidebottom. The first formal meeting is scheduled for November 
2016. The Value for Money indicators as part of the annual Bus 
Survey are used as independent measures of progress. 

Smaller operators should be encouraged to join 
the Bus Alliance.  

The Voluntary Partnership Agreement for the Alliance makes 
specific reference to other operators joining the Alliance and this 
is being encouraged through bilateral and group meetings 
between Merseytravel and other operators.  Provision has been 
made within the Alliance’s legal agreement to ensure that 
barriers to entry for smaller operators are not prohibitive.  

Progress on short distance trials to be shared 
amongst Alliance members, provided it does not 
breach commercial confidentiality or 
competition legalities with a view to expand the 
trials, if successful, across the network.  

A short distance fare has historically been provided on Arriva 
services in the Southport area.  Merseytravel will raise the 
potential for analysis of the cost and benefit of this approach on 
a bilateral basis.  However, it is important to note that 
Merseytravel’s ability to discuss fares at a multi-operator level 
and sharing information with operators  is strictly limited by 
competition law governed by the Competition and Markets 
Authority which prevents sharing commercially sensitive 
information on activities such as fare trials through an Alliance 
structure. 

The progress of the Bus Bill is kept under review 
and relevant consultations responded to. If 
enacted the relevant powers be used regarding 
affordable fares. 

Merseytravel, both directly and as a member of the Urban 
Transport Group, has worked closely with the Department for 
Transport as the Bus Services Bill has been developed and this 
work continues.  Merseytravel will also be submitting evidence to 
the Transport Select Committee’s review of the Bus Services Bill 
and will be representing the Urban Transport Group at the oral 
evidence sessions.  The options that the BSB will give the 
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority around bus will be 
fully assessed during 2016-18 in line with the requirements for 
business case outlined in the draft Bill and further 
recommendations will be made to the Combined Authority. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Scrutiny Principles  - Liverpool City Region Mayoral Combined Authority  

Introduction    

1.1  The scrutiny arrangements will ensure decisions made by the City Region Mayor and 

Combined Authority are effectively scrutinised.    

Function of Scrutiny at a City Region Level    

2.1  Scrutiny exists to achieve greater public accountability over decisions made and services 
delivered to the whole Liverpool City Region in respect of those functions under the remit of the 

Elected Mayor and Combined Authority.    

2.2  The principal ways in which the Elected Mayor Combined Authority will be 'held to account ' 
via Scrutiny are:-  

(i)In the role of ‘Critical Friend’   ; and 

(ii)Via pre-decision scrutiny (call-in) ; and    

(iii)Through monitoring the delivery of the CA and Mayor’s Strategic Plan and Policies.    

2.3  Scrutiny will support the Elected Mayor and Combined Authority to:-    

 Develop policies to deal with new issues  

 Review existing policies which are felt to be in need of review  

 Contribute to the formulation and review of the annual budget  

 Review policies or actions of agencies external to the local authorities which may be 
impacting adversely on the quality of life of local people  

 To undertake scrutiny reviews into areas of strategic importance for the City Region  

2.4  The Authority’s Scrutiny Panel will consider matters of strategic significance for the    
Liverpool City Region area with a view to focusing on sub-regional issues that are directly linked 
to the work of the Elected Mayor and Combined Authority.  

2.5 The Panel will take a similar approach to a Parliamentary Select Committee. Panel members 
will collect evidence through a variety of sources, including –  

   Questioning expert ‘witnesses’    

   Receiving reports and other literature    

   Undertaking consultation; and    

   Communication with stakeholders    

The Panel will work with this information to make suggestions for improvement, acknowledge 
good practice and make recommendations.  

The Panel will not deal with individual issues or queries that are more suitably dealt with by a 
constituent local authority or specific organisation.  

2.6 The findings of each review will be submitted to the Elected Mayor and/or Combined Authority 
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for consideration.    

2.7 There are a number of potential sources for identifying in-depth studies to be carried out by 
the Panel;  

 the Scrutiny Panel itself,  

 the Elected Mayor,  

 the Combined Authority and its members.  

2.8 The Elected Mayor and/or the Combined Authority may request scrutiny of a particular policy 
or matter before agreeing a policy or taking a decision.    

2.9 The Scrutiny Panel may review the outcomes of the Combined Authority or Elected Mayor’s 
Strategic Plans.   Any involvement of scrutiny in this activity needs to demonstrate that it adds 
value to what the Elected Mayor and the Combined Authority, its Boards or Committees are trying 
to achieve.  

2.10 Scrutiny will also act when it is concerned about evidence of poor performance and it is not 

satisfied by the Elected Mayor’s or Combined Authority’s response to it.    

2.11 Scrutiny shall have the power of “call-in” 

Call-in shall apply when 10 members of the Scrutiny Panel agree, in writing, on the requisite 
form, which shall be submitted to the Head of Paid Service, to call-in a specific decision made by 
by the Elected Mayor or the Combined Authority  

Any matter decided by the Elected Mayor or Combined Authority may be called-in not later than 5 
working days after the publication of the decision/minutes of the Elected Mayor or Combined 
Authority. 

Any matter called-in must be considered at the next meeting of the Combined Authority, which 
will have power to affirm or reject the decision.  

If rejected, the Combined Authority may refer the decision back for further consideration.  

The call-in procedure can only be used once in relation to any particular decision. Once the 
procedure has been used and a decision confirmed or rejected by the Combined Authority the 
decision cannot be reconsidered.  

Decisions requiring immediate action and so specified in the decision/minutes are excluded from 
call-in.  

3. Scrutiny Panel Membership  

3.1   Membership of the Scrutiny Panel will be agreed at the Annual General Meeting of the 
Mayoral Combined Authority.  

Nominations to the Scrutiny Panel must not be members of the Combined Authority (including 
substitute members) or the Merseytravel Committee.  

3.2 The Panel is to be made up of: 
  
3 nominees from each constituent council                                = 18 
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1 nominee from the largest opposition party as 

calculated across the LCR geography  
as directed collectively by the largest opposition party             = 1 
  
1 nominee from the second largest opposition party 
as calculated across the LCR geography  
as directed collectively by the second largest 
opposition party                                                                         = 1 
 
  
  
 
                                                                                    Total:     =                                 20 
  
The Leaders of the respective Opposition Groups will collectively agree their party nominations to 
the LCRCA Scrutiny Panel. 
  
The CA will draw up a protocol to ensure political balance on the Panel taking into account 
appropriate parliamentary orders.  

The protocol will require annual review based on the election results in any given year.    

3.3 Any elected member appointed to the Scrutiny Panel by the Authority under these scrutiny 
arrangements who is also appointed to any Committee of the Combined Authority, cannot 
participate in the operation of the scrutiny arrangements on any issues which were taken at any 
meeting of the Combined Authority or any Committee of the Combined Authority at which they 
were present.    

 
3.4 The term of office for members of the Scrutiny Panel will be one year from the date of the 
annual council meeting of the Constituent Council that nominates them to the Scrutiny Panel, 
unless:-  

a) they cease to be an elected member of the Constituent Council that appointed them;  

b) they wish to no longer participate in these arrangements; or   

c) the Head of the Secretariat is advised by any of the Constituent Councils that it wishes to 
change one or more of its nominees to the Scrutiny Panel.  

3.5 Non-voting members may be co-opted to participate in these arrangements from other 
organisations as the Scrutiny Panel members may decide.  

4.  Meetings of Scrutiny Panel    

4.1  The members appointed by the Authority to the Scrutiny Panel will hold at least one annual 
meeting and may convene additional meetings in accordance with these arrangements.    

4.2  The Scrutiny Panel members will:    

a) elect a Chair and Vice Chair and in so doing shall comply with any legislative 
requirement in respect of any such appointments;    

b) determine the areas of review and scrutiny that they wish to pursue during the ensuing 
12 months, having consulted the Mayor and Authority in developing that plan; and  
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c) agree to establish Scrutiny Working Groups from amongst their number in order to 
carry out agreed areas of review and scrutiny.  

4.3  The quorum for the annual meeting and any other meetings is 6, and must include 

representatives of at least 4 of the Constituent Councils.    

4.4  The principle of decision-making at any such meeting shall be that, wherever possible, 
decisions will be made by agreement, without the need for a vote. If a vote is necessary it will be 
a simple majority of those present and the Chair will not have a casting vote.    

4.5  The venue for each annual meeting and the usual venue for any other meetings will be the 
offices of Merseytravel, save that the Scrutiny Panel may choose to hold meetings other than the 
annual meeting in other venues if this is deemed to assist the scrutiny process.    

4.6  Notice of the annual meeting and any other meetings will be sent to each Scrutiny Panel 

member in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1972.    

4.7  The Chair will approve the agenda for each annual meeting and any other meetings; 
however, any member of the Scrutiny Panel will be entitled to require an item to be placed on the 

agenda for the meeting.    

4.8 Subject to paragraphs 4.1 to 4.7, meetings will proceed in accordance with the Rules of 
Procedure of the Mayoral Combined Authority.  

5. Key Principles for the Operation of the Scrutiny Arrangements  

5.1   The Constituent Councils will work together to maximise the exchange of information and 
views, to minimise bureaucracy and make best use of the time of members and officers of other 

bodies or agencies    

5.2  Members of the Scrutiny Panel will, when considering reviews, determine whether the issue 
is more appropriately dealt with by one of the Constituent Councils or elsewhere and will not 
duplicate the work of existing bodies or agencies.    

5.3  Subject to prior notice being given to them, the Constituent Councils will respond positively to 
requests for information, or for the attendance of a member or officer at any meetings set up 
under these arrangements.    

5.4  While it is ultimately for each Constituent Council to decide who it considers the most 
appropriate person(s) to speak on its behalf at any meetings set up under these arrangements, 

consideration will be given to meeting specific requests.    

5.5  Dates and times for officer and member attendance at any meetings set up under these 
arrangements should be by agreement.    

5.6  Members appointed under these arrangements may request the attendance of officers 
employed by the Constituent Councils to answer questions and give evidence at any meetings 
set up under these arrangements. All such requests must be made via the Chief Executive of the 
relevant Constituent Council. If any request is declined by the Chief Executive, he/she must state 
the reasons for so doing.    

5.7  The Scrutiny Panel may -  

a)  invite the Elected Mayor and any member of the Combined  Authority to 
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attend before it to answer questions;    

b)  invite other persons to attend meetings of the Panel;    

c)  review or scrutinise decisions made or other action taken in connection with 
the discharge of any functions of the Elected Mayor and/or Combined Authority; 
   

d)  make reports or recommendations to the Elected Mayor and/or Combined 
Authority with respect to the discharge of any functions which are the 
responsibility of the Elected Mayor and /or Combined Authority.    

5.8  The power to review or scrutinise a decision made, but not implemented under sub-
paragraph 5.7(c), includes the power to recommend that the decision be re-considered, but is 
subject to the following provisions:  

(a) this shall not apply where, in the view of the decision-making body stated when the decision is 
made, any delay in implementing the decision would prejudice the interests of the Authority or the 
interests of the public;  

(b)        (i) in relation to decisions which may be subject to reconsideration, each decision shall be 
available where possible by electronic means within two working days of being made. Members 
of the Scrutiny Panel will be provided with a copy of the decision which will bear the date 
published and indicate it will come into effect on the expiry of three working days after publication;  

(ii)  if two-thirds of the membership of the Scrutiny Panel notify the Head of the 
Secretariat that they wish the Scrutiny Panel to consider the decision, then the Head of 
the Secretariat will arrange for a meeting of the Scrutiny Panel to be convened at the first 
available opportunity and in any event within seven working days of the request being 
notified to him. No action will be taken in the meantime to implement the decision which 
is subject to the request;    

(iii)  the Scrutiny Panel will consider the matter and if it chooses to, may resolve to 
request that the decision-maker reconsiders the decision. The Scrutiny Panel must set 
out the basis upon which reconsideration is requested;    

(iv)  the decision-making body will reconsider the decision and that reconsideration shall 
take place within seven working days of the Scrutiny Panel’s request;    

(v)  no further requests for reconsideration may be made in cases where decisions have 
been reconsidered and the decision has been affirmed;    

(c) decisions which have been subject to pre-decision scrutiny cannot be recommended for 
reconsideration unless the decision taken is, in the view of the Head of the Secretariat, 
significantly different from the proposal under contemplation at the pre- decision scrutiny stage;  

5.9 Where the Scrutiny Panel makes a report or recommendation under 5.7(d), it may:  

(a) publish the report or recommendations;  

(b) by notice in writing, require the Authority to  

(i)  consider the report or recommendation;    

(ii)  provide a response to the Scrutiny Panel indicating what   action (if any) it proposes 
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to take;    

(iii)  where the Scrutiny Panel has published the report or   recommendations, publish the 
response;    

  

5.10  A notice under 5.9(b) will require the Mayor and/or Authority to comply with it within two 
months, beginning with the date on which the Mayor and/or Authority receives the report or 
recommendations or (if later) the notice.    

5.11  The Mayor and/or Authority will comply with a notice given under 5.9(b).    

5.12  The requirements or power to publish contained in 5.9(a) and 5.11, shall not apply where 
the reports contain exempt or confidential information.    

6. Scrutiny Working Groups  

6.1   The annual meeting of members of the Scrutiny Panel may establish Scrutiny Working 
Groups to undertake agreed scrutiny reviews.  

6.2  Scrutiny Working Groups shall include representatives from at least 4 of the Constituent 
Councils.    

6.3  Scrutiny Working Groups established under this Protocol must be appointed to carry out 
specific scrutiny tasks and be time limited. Their continuation will be subject to confirmation at 

each annual meeting of the Scrutiny Panel members.    

6.4  The Mayor and/or the Authority may also, if they choose, request that a Scrutiny Working 
Group be appointed to examine a specific issue in more detail and report back its findings to the 
Authority as appropriate.    

6.5  Scrutiny Working Groups will have no delegated powers and will refer the outcome of their 
investigations to the Scrutiny Panel for consideration and decision to then, if deemed appropriate, 
be recommended to the Mayor and/or Authority.    

7. Transparency 

7.1   The process of scrutiny will be an open and transparent process designed to engage the 
Constituent Councils, their residents and other stakeholders. 

7.2  Meetings will be held in public unless the meeting decides to convene in private in order to 
discuss confidential or exempt information, in accordance with the relevant provisions of the LGA 
1972 or LGA 2000.    

7.3  The terms of reference, timescale and outline of any review will be agreed by Scrutiny Panel 
members appointed at their annual meeting.    

7.4  Different approaches to scrutiny reviews may be taken in each case, but members will seek 

to act in an inclusive manner and will take evidence from a wide range of opinion.    

8. Scrutiny Support 

8.1  The scrutiny leads from each Constituent Council will provide guidance to the Scrutiny Panel 
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on its work programme, advice on the scoping of reviews (at different levels) and ensuring the 
appropriate information and advice is made available during the reviews, where appropriate, 
through the use of expert witnesses.    

8.2  The decisions and recommendations of the Scrutiny Panel will be communicated to the 
Authority and/or Merseytravel as appropriate, as soon as practicable.    

9. Advice to Scrutiny   

9.1   The Scrutiny Panel may ask individuals or groups to assist it on a review by review basis 
and may ask independent professionals for advice during the course of reviews. Such individuals 
or groups will not be able to vote.  

9.2  The Scrutiny Officer of each Constituent Council will ensure that the work programmes and 
minutes relating to the work carried out by the Scrutiny Panel in scrutinising the Authority and the 
Merseytravel Committee, are circulated appropriately within their own Constituent Council’s 
scrutiny arrangements.    

9.3  Each Constituent Council will nominate one of the 2 members of that Constituent Council 
who have been appointed to the Scrutiny Panel to act as that Constituent Council’s “Authority 
Scrutiny Link”. The Authority Scrutiny Link will be responsible for reporting back to their own 
Constituent Council on the scrutiny work carried out by the Scrutiny Panel and will also be 
responsible for reporting to the Scrutiny Panel any issues identified locally by their own 
Constituent Council which may warrant scrutiny at a sub-regional level. The nomination of an 
Authority Scrutiny Link and the way in which this role will be performed will be determined by 
each Constituent Council.  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Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Tuesday, 29 November 2016

REPORT TITLE: 2016/17 Quarter 2 Wirral Plan 
Performance - Business Theme

REPORT OF: Strategic Commissioner for Growth

REPORT SUMMARY
This report provides the 2016/17 Quarter 2 (July – September) performance report 
for Wirral Plan pledges under the Business theme. The report, which is included as 
Appendix 1, provides a description of the progress in Quarter 2 as well as providing 
available data in relation to a range of outcome indicators and supporting measures.  

At quarter 1, a range of feedback was provided by each of the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committees on the reports provided.  Following this, officers have met with 
the Committee Chairs and Spokespersons to review report provision. This report 
pilots an approach agreed at that session to provide more detail in terms of 
performance against each of the pledges that fall within the remit of the Business 
Committee.

Quarter Two Performance Summary

The key performance highlights for quarter 2 include:

 The number of jobs created and safeguarded continued to exceed target and will 
support our ambition to increase the overall employment rate in Wirral. 

 The employment rate in Wirral has been maintained for the last 3 quarters and 
has increased 2.3% since the last comparable period in 2015.

 The Wirral Ways to Work Programme has engaged 203 participants since 
commencing in July. All contracts are on target and so far 4 employment 
outcomes have been delivered ahead of schedule. 

 Progress remains on track for the review of post-16 skills provision within the 
borough. The production of a final report is scheduled for November and this will 
inform a skills delivery plan for Wirral.

 The Wirral Waters Investment Fund is now operational and will kick start projects 
within the Enterprise Zone to deliver jobs and investment. It is anticipated that the 
Fund will receive its first application in the next quarter.  

 The number of road traffic accidents has reduced from Quarter 1 and from the 
corresponding period last year. This has been supported through additional 
police enforcement activities to drive behaviour change.
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 The condition of the Borough’s A, B and C roads has returned to an excellent 
position with targets for 2016/17 being exceeded. This means that Wirral still has 
some of the best roads when compared to all other councils in England.

 The volume of cyclists on our roads has continued to increase according to the 
latest figures published for 2015/16.  

 Whilst the number of travel trained young people has not met the planned target 
by the end of the 2015/16 school year, 15 have been successfully travel trained 
which helps to support increasing their life skills and independence.

 During quarter 2 the Wirral Property Board (One Public Estate Group) has been 
established. This draws asset intelligence from a wide range of public sector 
agencies and an increased focus on asset strategy within the wider Wirral 
partnership to enable the delivery of value for money for our residents.

 We have submitted a 'Wirral Regeneration Enabling Project' bid to the One 
Public Estate Board in collaboration with our Liverpool City Region partners. If 
successful, this will provide much needed support to deliver key asset projects 
across the Wirral Partnership.

RECOMMENDATION/S

That the Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the content of the report 
and highlights any areas requiring further clarification or action. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASON/S FOR RECOMMENDATION/S

1.1 To ensure Members of the Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee have 
the opportunity to scrutinise the performance of the Council and partners in 
relation to delivering the Wirral Plan.

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1 This report has been developed in line with the approved performance 
management framework for the Wirral Plan. As such, no other options were 
considered.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 The Wirral Plan is an outcome-focussed, partnership plan which has 16 
supporting strategies that set out how each of the 20 pledges will be 
delivered. For each pledge, a partnership group has been established to drive 
forward delivery of the action plans set out in each of the supporting 
strategies.

3.2 A Wirral Plan Performance Management Framework has been developed to 
ensure robust monitoring arrangements are in place. The Wirral Partnership 
has a robust approach to performance management to ensure all activity is 
regularly monitored and reviewed. 

3.3 Data for the identified indicators is released at different times throughout the 
year as a result not all Pledges will have results each quarterly reporting 
period. Some indicators can be reported quarterly and some only on an 
annual basis with annual figures reported in the quarter they become 
available.

3.4 For each of the indicators a RAGB (red, amber, green, blue) rating is provided 
against the target and tolerance levels set at the start of the reporting period, 
with blue indicating performance targets being exceeded. There is also a 
trend key which shows whether performance has improved, remained static 
or deteriorated since the start of the Wirral Plan.

3.5 All Wirral Plan performance reports are published on the performance page of 
the Council’s website. This includes the high level Wirral Plan overview report 
and the detailed pledge reports which include updates on progress with all 
activities set out in supporting strategy action plans.

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 There are no financial implications arising from this report.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 There are no legal implications arising from this report.
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6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS

6.1 There are none arising from this report.

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS 

7.1 The performance management framework is aligned to the Council’s risk 
management strategy and both are regularly reviewed as part of corporate 
management processes.

8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION 

8.1 The priorities in the Wirral Plan pledges were informed by a range of 
consultations carried out in 2015 and 2016 including the Wirral resident 
survey.

9.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 The Wirral Plan equality impact assessment can be found at:
https://www.wirral.gov.uk/communities-and-neighbourhoods/equality-impact-
assessments/equality-impact-assessments-2014-15/chief

REPORT AUTHOR: Mike Callon
Team Leader – Performance and Scrutiny
telephone:  (0151) 691 8379
email:   michaelcallon@wirral.gov.uk

APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Wirral Plan Business Theme – 2016/17 Quarter 2 Pledge Reports

REFERENCE MATERIAL

N/A

SUBJECT HISTORY (last 3 years)
Council Meeting Date

Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee 13 September 2016
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Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Increase the number of jobs 

created and safeguarded via 

Invest Wirral

Quarterly
970

2014-15
979 175

74

Blue

193

Blue
↑ Higher is better

The number of jobs created and safeguarded has continued to 

exceed target for quarter 2 and is a slight increase on the 

number when compared to this period last year (190).

Increase the employment rate in 

Wirral
Quarterly

66.7

2014- 15
70.9 70.3

69.7

Green

69.7

Green
↑ Higher is better

The rate of employment in Wirral has been maintained for the 

past three quarters and has increased by 2.3% since the last 

comparable period of June 2015.

Supporting Measure
Type of 

Indicator

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Percentage of working age people 

claiming out-of-work benefits 

(economic in-activity)

Quarterly
13.40%

2014-15
12.40% 12.50%

12.40%

Blue

12.40%

Green
↑ Lower is better

The number of people claiming out of work benefits has stayed 

the same since the last quarter, this is the latest data up to 

February 2016. This dataset was released at Quarter 2 2016/17 

6 months in arrears and also does not yet include the numbers of 

people who are claiming Universal Credit.  There has been a 

0.7% improvement on the performance reported at the same 

period last year.

Greater job opportunities in Wirral

Growth Plan

Overview from the Pledge Sponsor 
 
Delivery of the Growth Plan continues to progress well with all planned activities on track. Quarter 2 pledge indicators and measures are improving and meeting targets. 
  
During Quarter 2 we have progressed in several areas:  
- The number of jobs created and safeguarded continued to exceed target and will support our ambition to increase the overall employment rate in Wirral.  
- The Wirral Ways to Work Programme contracts are now delivering and are on target, achieving 4 employment outcomes ahead of schedule.  
- Progress remains on track for the review of post-16 skills provision with the production of a final report in November.  
- The Wirral Waters Investment Fund is now operational and will kick start projects within the Enterprise Zone to deliver jobs and investment.  It is anticipated that the Fund will receive its first application in the next 
quarter.   
- Working with partners within Wirral and across the city region has resulted in agreement  to deliver the first ever River of Light firework display; an event free to all Wirral residents and visitors. 
  
For Quarter 3 we will continue to strengthen our partnership working to develop our strategic vision and approach to regeneration. Progress has also continued to our Wirral Visitor Research Study project, the 
intelligence generated so far has informed our Spring and Summer phases and will continue to support the autumn phase of the Wirral Tourism Strategy 2017-22.  
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Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Reduce the Employer Skills Gap in 

Wirral
Annual

15.0%

2015
15.0% Lower is better

Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Total investment secured into 

Wirral developments
Annual

£38,044,660

2014-15
£45,000,000 Higher is better

Gross Value Added per head of 

population
Annual

£12,482

2013
£13,868 Higher is better

Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Deliver a net additional 250 new 

businesses over the life of this 

Plan

Annual
7,400

2014-15
8,290 Higher is better

Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Increase visitor numbers each 

year based on the 2014 baseline 

(m)

Annual 7.08 7.87
8.20

Green
Higher is better

Increase value of tourism 

economy by at least 5% each year 

(£m).

Annual £327.85 £372.75
£385.80

Green
Higher is better

Workforce skills match business needs

Increase inward investment

Thriving small businesses

Vibrant tourism economy
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Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Increased the volume percentage 

of people cycling
Annual

0%

(index for 

2013/14)

8%
19%

Blue
↑ Higher is better

This figure represents an increased performance between 

2014/15 and 2015/16 of 14% which has exceeded expectations 

and has exceeded the cumulative target set for 2018/19.  Health 

and financial benefits will have been experienced by those 

cycling within and through Wirral. Fine weather together with 

actively promoting the benefits of cycling has contributed to the 

success of 2015/16.  A review of annual targets will be 

undertaken as part of the next business planning exercise to 

ensure our challenging ambitions continue.

Reduce the number of people 

killed or seriously injured in road 

traffic accidents

Quarterly
140

2014- 15
96 48

29

Amber

55

Green
↑ Lower is better

Additional actions introduced during 2016/17 including the Public 

Health funded Mind Your Business initiative together with some 

additional police enforcement activities are having a positive 

effect in making our roads safer for communities. Current 

performance is a marked improvement on the same reporting 

period last year when 69 casualties were reported at Quarter 2.

The Q2 figures relate to casualties recorded by the Police during 

January - June 2016.

Maintain the condition of Wirral’s 

strategic network – Principal 

Roads

Annual
1.40%

2014- 15
2.00%

1.40%

Blue
↔ Lower is better

This is an annual in-year survey.  An improvement has been 

achieved on 2015/16 performance resulting in us recovering our 

performance level to the start of the Wirral Plan and exceeding 

expectations for 2016/17.  A contributing factor was that the 

majority of planned works were completed prior to the conditions 

survey being undertaken.  The benefits of an improved highway 

will be experienced by residents, visitors and businesses using 

our A road network.

Transport and technology infrastructure fit for the future

Overview from the Pledge Sponsor 
 
The Connecting Wirral Transport Strategy (CWTS) Steering Group has continued to work together to share initiatives, encourage input and deliver the outcomes of this strategy; all four of the strategy’s outcome 
indicators can be reported this quarter and all have met or exceeded expectations.  
  
In Quarter 2: 
-  The number of road traffic collisions resulting in death or serious injury has improved since the corresponding period last year and is within expected tolerances for this quarter,  
-  Work is continuing with increased police resources available to support driving behaviour change,  
-  The road safety partnership management has been strengthened and the regional strategy is near to completion. 
-  The measured condition of the Borough’s A, B and C roads has returned to an excellent position and means that Wirral still has some of the best roads when compared to all other councils in England. 
-  The volume of cyclists on our roads has continued to increase, latest figures have been published for 2015/16; healthy active travel and financial benefits are being realised. 
-  Whilst the number of travel trained young people has not met the planned target by the end of the 2015/16 school year, a number a young people have continued to be trained over the summer break. 
 
During quarter three, our remaining supporting measures will be reported following the results and evaluation of the public satisfaction survey for 2016 – this will provide a first opportunity for comparison against a 
previous year’s results; and will highlight any significant areas for improvement which will help us to improve our residents’ perceptions. The design of the Dock Bridges will progress and will mean that the appearance 
of the new bridges can be revealed. Planning for this important improvement scheme continues in parallel with that for the rail track slab renewal project between Hamilton Square and James Street stations, so that the 
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Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Maintain the condition of Wirral’s 

strategic network – Non-principal 

Roads

Annual
1.40%

2014- 15
2.00%

1.30%

Blue
↑ Lower is better

This is an annual in-year survey. An improvement has been 

achieved on 2015/16 performance resulting in us improving on 

our performance level at the start of the Wirral Plan as well as 

expectations for 2016/17.  A contributing factor was that the 

majority of planned works were completed prior to the conditions 

survey being undertaken.  The benefits of an improved highway 

will be experienced by residents, visitors and businesses using 

our B and C road network.

Supporting Measure
Type of 

Indicator

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

% levels of satisfaction overall with 

transport and highway services.
Annual

56.7%

2015-16
56.8% Higher is better

Increase levels of public 

satisfaction with public transport
Annual

64%

2015-16
64% Higher is better

Number of businesses provided 

with travel support
Annual

40

2015-16
47 Higher is better

Increase levels of public 

satisfaction with walking/cycling 

facilities

Annual
56%

2015-16
56% Higher is better

Travel Training – Number of  

successfully travel trained young 

people (Integrated Transport)

Annual
26

2014-15
18

15

Red
↓ Higher is better

Whilst the total number of travel trained young people did not 

meet the planned target by the end of the 2015/2016 academic 

year, this is a result of the varying needs of the individual young 

people involved.

People who had started their training at the end of the 2015/16 

academic year have since completed their training by early in the 

2016/17 academic year and will therefore be counted against 

next year’s target.
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Wirral Plan Indicator
Indicator 

Type

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Income generation from 

investment properties and 

underperforming space

Annual
£1.6

2015-16
£1.6 Higher is better

£m Capital Receipts generated by 

the disposal of Wirral Council's 

surplus assets

Annual
£1.28

2015-16
£7.00 Higher is better

Commercial asset space available 

for release (m2)
Annual

5,711

2015-16
127,000 Higher is better

Supporting Measure
Type of 

Indicator

Wirral Plan 

Start

End of Year 

Target
Q2 Target

2016-17 

Q1

2016-17 

Q2
Trend

Direction of 

Improvement
Comment

Wirral Council's corporate 

emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) 

due to energy use (tonnes)

Annual
31,999

2103-14
33,432

30,446

Green
↑ Lower is better

We have reduced emissions of CO2 by 15,035 tonnes from a 

2008/09 baseline of 45,481 tonnes, a reduction of 33.06% over 6 

operational years. Corporate performance during 2015/16 has 

exceeded the target by 8.93%. The year-on-year reduction is 

4.72%.

Number of multi-use of assets 

through shared / alternative use
Annual

4

as at April 

2016

8 Higher is better

Assets and buildings are fit for purpose for Wirral’s businesses

Key  

Overview from the Pledge Sponsor 
 
Q2 has seen significant activity within the area of Asset Strategy in the establishment of the Wirral Property Board (One Public Estate Group) which draws asset intelligence from a wide range of public sectors and in 
the increased focus on asset strategy within the wider Wirral transformation project. 
We have submitted a bid entitled 'Wirral Regeneration Enabling Project' in collaboration with our Liverpool City Region partners, to the One Public Estate Board. If successful, this will provide much needed support to 
deliver key asset projects across the Wirral Partnership. Benefits will include funding for project management support of the 6 area reviews which in turn feed into the wider One Public Estate agenda. The Wirral 
Property Board  can then maximise the potential to increase the commercial worth of Wirral's assets and buildings, ensuring the best value for money for our residents. 
  
The New Operating Model and the Adult Social Services/National Health Service Integration Project are presenting challenges for future accommodation requirements; these challenges are being met whilst 
recognising the necessity to improve services for our residents and reduce operational running costs through rationalisation. Asset condition data is being gathered and the new asset management system is enabling 
building intelligence to be used strategically. Further development work of the Asset Management System is planned for Q3 with particular focus on legislative compliance and planned maintenance, ensuring buildings 
are fit for purpose. 
  
Opportunities involving operational and vacated assets which support the Asset Strategy have arisen during this period which support the Growth Plan and the Birkenhead Regeneration vision; these are being 
considered and progressed within the scope of the Asset Strategy. Work in Q3 will require an acceleration of key assets in delivering either savings or enabling regeneration; enabling Wirral to progress and support its 
residents through supporting the delivery of the Wirral Plan pledges.    
  
Budget pressures have brought focus on the sale of assets to raise Capital receipts; work in Q3 will develop the disposal process for the various sites, some of which will be complex, but will lead to a release of sites 
for development and support the regeneration of Wirral. 
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Key  
Trend  
↑ Performance Improving     ↓ Performance Deteriorating     ↔  Performance Sustained    N/A – No comparable data available 
Based on Wirral Plan start date with exception of:  Increase the number of jobs created and safeguarded by Invest Wirral , People killed or seriously injured in road traffic accidents - 
compared to same period in previous year. 
 

Target Rating (Blue, Green, Amber, Red)  based on agreed tolerance range for individual measures 
Blue - Above Target           Green - Within Target          Amber -  Below Target          Red - Significantly Below Target. 
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

29 NOVEMBER 2016

REPORT TITLE FINANCIAL MONITORING 
QUARTER 2

REPORT OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR : 
FINANCE SECTION 151 OFFICER

REPORT SUMMARY

This report and appendices sets out the projected revenue and capital monitoring 
position for 2016/17 as at the close of quarter 2 (30 September 2016).  

The quarter two revenue forecast is for an overall underspend of £0.2 million for the 
year (£1.1 million overspend was forecast at quarter 1). The Families and Wellbeing 
overspend increased during the period but has been compensated for by increased 
savings within treasury management.  

The quarter two capital report updates the capital programme and reflected 
significant re-profiling of schemes between years to reduce the 2016/17 capital 
programme to £38.1 million. Expenditure after the second quarter concluded was 
£10.6 million.

.

Recommendations

1. That members note the report and appendices.
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2

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 To ensure Members have the appropriate information to review the budget 
performance of the authority.

 
2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1 The appendices contain the authority wide capital and revenue monitoring reports in 
the standard format. A New Operating Model has been introduced within the Council 
from November 1 and monitoring arrangements will be reviewed once the New 
Operating Model arrangements are functioning and embedded. 

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 Under the New Operating Model, existing directorates will be superseded with new 
structures based around a Strategic Hub, Business Support function and a number 
of Delivery Units. Overview and Scrutiny Committees have already been 
reconstituted away from a directorate basis to align with Wirral’s 20/20 Vision 
themes three of Business, People and Environment. 

3.2 A budget realignment process has taken place to align budgets from November 1 to 
the New Operating Model. In very broad terms People will cover areas previously 
within Adult Social Care and Children and Young People, Environment will cover 
areas within Regeneration and Environment, whilst Business will cover 
Transformation and Resources plus aspects of the Regeneration and Environment 
budget.

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The Financial implications are contained within the appendices. These explain the 
latest revenue budget and forecast spend positions and the capital programme 
budget and spend to date.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1 There are none arising directly from this report. 

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS; ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS

6.1 There are no implications arising directly from this report.

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS

7.1 There are none directly relating to this report. The monitoring of financial 
performance is important to ensure robust financial control procedures are in place.  

8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION

8.1 No consultation has been carried out in relation to this report.
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3

9.0 EQUALITIES IMPLICATIONS

9.1 This report is essentially a monitoring report which reports on financial performance.

REPORT AUTHOR: Peter Molyneux
Senior Manager
Telephone (0151) 666 3389
Email petemolyneux@wirral.gov.uk

ANNEXES

Appendix 1 –   Revenue Monitoring 2016/17 Quarter 2   
Appendix 2 –   Capital Monitoring 2016/17 Quarter 2

SUBJECT HISTORY

Council Meeting Date
Cabinet
Business Overview and Scrutiny Committee

18 July 2016
13 September 2016
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Appendix 1

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEES

NOVEMBER 2016

REPORT TITLE REVENUE MONITORING 
2016/17 QUARTER 2

REPORT OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR : 
FINANCE SECTION 151 
OFFICER

REPORT SUMMARY
This report sets out the projected revenue position for 2016/17 as at the end 
of quarter 2 (30 September 2016). 

The latest position forecasts an underspend of £0.2 million for 2016/17.  This 
is an improvement of £1.3 million on the quarter 1 forecast (£1.1 million 
overspent).

The overspend in the Families and Wellbeing Directorate increased during 
the second quarter. A change to Treasury Management policy to adopt the 
annuity method for calculating Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) in respect 
of capital financing if agreed by Council will however compensate. This 
change will contribute a significant one-off saving in 2016/17 and cover the 
overspends elsewhere in the 2016/17 budget.

The report also provides detail of the re-allocation of existing budgets to 
reflect the New Operating Model which was implemented on 1 November 
2016.
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The headline position is shown in the graph.

Graph 1:  Wirral Council – 2016/17 General Fund Variance
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This is a key decision which affects all Wards within the Borough.

Recommendations

1. The quarter 2 forecast year end underspend of £0.2 million, which 
contains a number of significant variances, be noted. 

2. Officers identify actions and take measures to assist to reduce the impact 
of the projected overspends.

3. The significant in-year contribution offered by the change in Treasury 
Management assumed in the projections be noted.

4. The realignment of budgets to reflect the New Operating Budget are 
noted.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 The Council, having set a Budget at the start of the financial year, needs to 
ensure the delivery of this Budget is achieved.  Consequently there is a 
requirement to regularly monitor progress so corrective action can be taken 
when required which is enhanced with the regular reporting of the financial 
position.

1.2 The New operating Model was implemented from 1 November 2016 and this 
requires the re-alignment of budgets to accord with the Model. The changes 
are more than ‘normal’ virements so will require the approval of Council.

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1 This is a monitoring report but any options to improve the monitoring and 
budget accuracy will be considered.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 CHANGES TO THE AGREED BUDGET

3.1.1 The 2016/17 Budget was agreed by Council on 3 March 2016. Any increase 
in the Budget has to be agreed by full Council.  Changes to the Budget since 
it was set are summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1:  2016/17 Original & Revised Net Budget by Directorate
Original 

Net 
Budget

Approved 
Budget 

Changes Prior 
Qtrs

Approved 
Budget 

Changes Qtr 
2

Revised 
Net Budget

£ms £ms £ms £ms
FWB - Adult Social Care 71,311             5,400              298 77,009
FWB – Children & Young 
People,

67,773             5,000              516 73,289

FWB - Further Areas: 
Safeguarding, Schools, 
Leisure, Public Health

9,383               100              126 9,609

Regeneration & 
Environment

83,607  -              193 83,800

Transformation & 
Resources

24,730               500              193 25,423

Corporate Growth, 
Savings & Grant

7,791 -           9,400 -         1,326 -2,935

Net Cost of Services 264,595             1,600                -   266,195

3.1.2 The prior period budget change includes the £1.6 million call on General Fund 
Balances approved by Council on 17 October 2016. The changes also reflect 
the allocation of £11.1 million of the Revenue Budget Contingency agreed by 
Cabinet 18 July 2016. This saw £3.9 million to Adult Social Services, £5 
million to Children’s Services, £0.5 million tor Transformation and Resources 
and £1.7 million in respect of corporate budgets.
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3.1.3 The change within Quarter Two relates to the distribution of the 1% pay 
increase from the corporate budget where it was originally held. This has no 
effect on the bottom line budget. 

3.1.4 There has also been movement from Corporate Growth, Savings & Grant to 
FWB – Children & Young People of £250,000. This is a distribution of the 
Revenue Budget Contingency 2016/17 as per Cabinet 3 October 2016. This 
is to meet increased residential care fees where necessary due to pressure 
resulting from the National Living Wage and Working Time Directive.

3.1.5 A New Operating Model for the Council was agreed by Employment & 
Appointments Committee on 25 July 2016. Since then a number of 
refinements have been made to reflect the outcome of consultation and 
further developments. Work has been undertaken to reallocate the budget in 
the New Operating Model and Table 2 below shows the provisional budget 
re-allocations on a full year basis with additional detail provided in Appendix 
2. The New Operating Model commenced from 1 November 2016 and it is 
possible that further adjustments will be identified.

Table 2: 2016/17 New Operating Model Budgets
New Operating Model Budget 2016-17 Net Expenditure 
Function £000's
Chief Executiv'e Unit 265
Children Services 44,197
Transformation 655
Strategic Hub 109,856
Business Services 23,889
Delivery 90,018
Corporate Growth and Savings 2,685-                             
Total 266,195

3.1.6 The New Operating Model realigns current budgets and is cost neutral. 
However the Model involves revising the existing reporting structure which is 
beyond the scope of ‘normal’ day to day budget virements so the revised 
Budget  allocations should be referred to Council for approval

3.1.7 A further development is the allocation of Budgets against the themes to the 
Wirral Plan: A 2020 Vision. As the budgets are refined this will assist with 
future monitoring by the Overview and Scrutiny Committees.

Table 3: 2016/17 Budget by 2020 Vision Themes 

Theme Net Expenditure £000
People 153,655
Environment 58,678
Business 53,862
Total 266,195
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3.2 PROJECTIONS AND KEY ISSUES

3.2.1 The projected outturn position as at the end of September 2016, key issues 
emerging and Directorate updates are detailed in the following sections. 

Table 4: 2016/17 Projected Budget variations by Directorate £000’s
(Under) 

Overspend
Quarter 2

FWB - Adult Social Care 77,009 80,514 3,505 R 3,505
FWB – Children & Young People 73,039 78,179 5,140 R 1,840
FWB - Further Areas: 
Safeguarding, Schools, Leisure, 
Public Health

9,609 10,345 736 R 436

Regeneration & Environment 83,800 82,780 -1,020 Y -1,020
Transformation & Resources 25,423 17,869 -7,554 Y -1,354
Corporate Growth, Savings & Grant -2,685 -3,685 -1,000 Y -1,000
TOTAL 266,195 266,002 -193 2,407

Change 
from 
prev 

Directorates Revised 
Budget

Forecast 
Outturn

RAGBY 
Class

The report classifies the forecast under/overspends for the above areas using 
a colour RAGBY rating. The ratings are defined as follows:
 Extreme: Overspends Red (over +£301k), Underspend Yellow (over -

£301k).
 Acceptable:  Amber (+£141k to +£300k), Green (range from +£140k to -

£140k); Blue (-£141k to -£300k).

3.3 DIRECTORATE UPDATES

3.3.1 Families and Wellbeing: Adult Social Care

 The forecast overspend of £3.6 million relates predominantly to Community 
Care, where a number of ongoing pressures exist around demographics and 
demand.  The actions to deal with these at the start of the year are now 
experiencing slippage.

 A number of savings are rated red or amber and are mainly prior year 
savings.  Progress of these is being closely monitored, however delivery of 
these is challenging as they relates to changes in care.  Resources were 
identified within – and have been allocated from – the Revenue Budget 
Contingency to offset the pressures in 2016/17.

 Adult Social Care Budgets across the country are under pressure with local 
authorities, public sector agencies and private providers all highlighting 
concerns to Government.

3.3.2 Families and Wellbeing: Children and Young People

 The forecast overspend of £5.3 million is within care services. It 
encompasses higher staff costs of £3 million and Looked After Children 
commissioning costs of £2.6 million. The latter mainly attributable to the 62 
placements currently in Independent Residential care and the projection 
assumes this number for the rest of the year. 
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 Additional investment is required during the year in respect of the 
implementation of the improvement actions and recommendations arising 
from issues raised in the Ofsted report. This requires a minimum of £2 million 
which is to be funded from the Transformation Fund. 

 The funding of children’s social care is a national issue with over 75% of local 
authorities reporting projected overspends in the current financial year.

3.3.3 Families and Wellbeing: Other

 Within Leisure a £0.5 million overspend relates to previously agreed saving 
targets in respect of reducing the subsidy combined with new targets.

 Public Health contract savings have been achieved but are being reinvested 
into other public health activity.

3.3.4 Regeneration and Environment

 Two areas make up the £1 million underspend. In Waste and Environment 
this through additional income from the litter enforcement contract and from 
increased subscriptions to the Garden Waste collection service. In Supported 
Housing contract efficiencies of £500,000 are expected in 2016/17 through 
the reconfiguration and negotiation with providers.

 There are a number of other smaller underspends but they are countered by 
a £200,000 overspend in Cultural Services. This is largely due to pressures at 
the Floral Pavilion as income generation is insufficient to cover costs.

3.3.5 Transformation & Resources

 An underspend of £1.8 million has been achieved in interest payable costs 
from Treasury Management activity including the use of temporary internal 
borrowing from cash flows to replace more expensive external borrowing.

 The Authority must annually make a charge known as the Minimum Revenue 
Provision (MRP) to the revenue budget. This relates to the notional 
repayment of capital financing debt. The MRP calculation method agreed 
when setting the 2016/17 budget will allow £3.2 million to be released in 
2016/17 along with an ongoing revenue budget saving of £0.45 million. The 
Treasury Management mid-year report will recommend to Council the 
adoption of the annuity asset life method for calculating MRP. This will 
provide an additional £3.7 million one off saving in 2016/17. 

 Asset Management is forecasting a £0.5 million overspend. Resources were 
identified from, the Revenue Budget Contingency but there are still issues 
relating to delayed implementation of savings.

 Legal & Member Services have a projected overspend of £0.5 million from 
external legal fees and Coroner budgets.  

3.3.6 Corporate Growth, Savings & Grant

 A further £1 million of savings has been identified in respect of contractual 
savings.  This has been placed against corporate savings and will be 
transferred and reflected in directorate budgets for future reports.
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3.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF SAVINGS

3.4.1 Savings of £31 million were agreed when setting the 2016/17 Budget. A 
further £10 million of savings relating to previous years savings had not been 
implemented which followed Cabinet in July 2015 agreeing to re-profile £9.6 
million of the 2015/16 savings to 2016/17, whilst a further £0.6 million was 
unachieved by March 2016. An analysis of the position of the £41 million of 
savings has been undertaken and is summarised below.

Table 5: Budget Implementation Plan 2016/17 (£000’s)

RAG
Total identified 
Shortfall  from 

2015/16 and prior

Pre-
Agreed 
16/17

Agreed 
in 

2016/17
Total

Red 5,400 460 3,205 9,065
Amber 1,492 1,300 1,376 4,168
Green 3,300 990 -913 3,377

Blue                             -   370 24,755 25,125
TOTAL 10,192 3,120 28,423 41,735

3.4.2 The savings tracker contains an assessment of the 2016/17 savings. 

 Blue: Represents £25.1 million of savings (60%) of total) which have 
already been realised.

 Green: Savings on track to deliver 
 Amber: Some concerns regarding delivery and will require closer 

scrutiny and monitoring and includes savings within Adults, Children 
and Asset Management. 

 Red: Concerns although largely covered by Revenue Budget 
Contingency as allocated in quarter 1 comprised of Children’s (£5 
million), Adults (£3.9 million), Transformation (£0.5 million) and 
Corporate (£1.7 million).

3.5 INCOME AND DEBT

3.5.1 Revenue and Income falls into four broad areas for reporting purposes. 
Amounts raised and collected in the year are shown in Table 6.

Table 6:  Amount to be Collected in 2016/17
2016/17 2016/17 2016/17

Collectable Collected Collected
£000 £000 %

Council Tax 146,467 80,031 54.6
Business Rates 76,218 41,812 54.9
Fees and charges:  Adults & 
Children

32,580 17,233 52.9

Fees and charges:  all other 
services

36,829 24,783 67.3
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COUNCIL TAX

3.5.2 Compared with September 2015 the collection performance is higher in both 
percentage terms and cash received. An additional £3.7 million has been 
collected. The table compares the amount collected in the period 1 April 2016 
to 30 September 2016 with the same period in 2015/16:

Table 7 : Council Tax Comparatives
Actual Actual

2016/17 2015/16
£000 £000

Cash to Collect £146,467 £140,145
Cash Collected £80,031 £76,373
% Collected 54.6% 54.5%

3.5.3 The major change this year relates to a 4% increase in the amount 
collectable of which 2% is for Adult Social Care. Overall Council Tax levels 
are £6.3 million more than this time last year. There has been a reduction in 
numbers eligible for Council Tax Support over the last 12 months. 

BUSINESS RATES

3.5.4 Cash received to 30 September 2016 is up by £1 million on the equivalent 
period a year ago. The percentage collected to date is lower due to the timing 
of in year receipts from some large properties with £1 million received early in 
October. Business Rate levels collectable are £5 million higher than last year 
reflecting an increased number of properties on the valuation list.

3.5.5 The table compares the amount collected for the period 1 April 2016 to 30 
September 2016 with the amount collected for the same period in 2015/16:

Table 8: National Non-Domestic Rates Comparatives
Actual Actual

2016/17 2015/16
£000 £000

Cash to Collect £76,218 £71,196
Cash Collected £41,812 £40,920
% Collected 54.9% 57.5%

3.5.6 Wirral is part of the Liverpool City Region Business Rates Retention pilot 
scheme. It is expected that next year we will retain 100% of all Business 
Rates collected; the figure is currently 49%. Any increase in income will 
however be offset by reduction/cancelling of Government Grants and the 
transfer to Wirral of additional responsibilities. The Government have stated 
that pilot authorities will not be financially disadvantaged by being part of the 
pilot. Wirral currently receives more in the centrally allocated NNDR ‘top-up’ 
grant than its proportion of collectable NNDR.
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3.5.7 New Rateable Values (RV) will be effective nationally from 1 April 2017 and 
businesses have been able to check their new proposed rateable values 
since 1 October 2016. The new RVs combined with the reduced multiplier 
used to determine bills seem unlikely at this stage to make a significant 
change to the Council’s financial position. 

DEBTORS

3.5.8 At the end of September 2016 the arrears stood at £23.3 million. The table 
provides an analysis across service areas and the amount of debt at each 
recovery stage:

Table 9: Accounts Receivable Outstanding Arrears Analysis
Directorate 
Description

Less than 
10 days

1st 
reminder

2nd 
reminder

3rd 
reminder

Total at 
30.09.16

£ £ £ £ £
Chief 
Executive

86,332 10,449 13,117 970,727 1,080,625

Neighbourhood 29,031 0 1,122 13,357 43,510
Transformation 
& Resources

3,376,824 718,596 476,479 1,283,078 5,854,977

Families & 
Wellbeing

3,244,174 453,900 284,359 10,975,497 14,957,930

Regeneration 
& Environment

751,598 123,358 77,907 492,067 1,444,930

Policy & 
Performance

0 0 0 100,000 100,000

Totals 7,487,959 1,306,303 852,984 13,834,726 23,481,972

3.5.9 The figures are for invoices in respect of the period up to the end of 
September 2016. Payments as well as amendments such as write-offs and 
debt cancellations continue to be made after this date on all these accounts.  
There is a further deduction of £138,189 to be made for unallocated 
payments at month end leaving a balance of £23,343,783 compared to 
£24,710.123 last year.

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The adoption of the Asset Life method to calculate the Minimum Revenue 
Provision has been calculated has allowed a minimum of £2.5 million of 
backdated savings in 2016/17.  A further £3.7 million can be achieved if 
Council agrees to the use of the annuity rather than equal instalment Asset 
Life method. Both of these revised calculation methods result in the total 
repayment of the Capital Financing debt, but over a longer period of time. The 
Treasury Management Mid-Year report will recommend to Council the 
adoption of the annuity life method.
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4.2 The estimated General Fund Balance position is calculated in the table below

Table 10: Summary of the Projected General Fund Balances
Details £m
Balance 31 March 2016 when setting the Budget 2016/17 +11.5
Add; Additional Returned New Homes Bonus Grant 0.2
Add: Increase following closure of 2015/16 accounts 1.3
Less: Allocation for care fees -1.5
Less: Reversal of passport for life budget option -0.1
Projected Balance Excluding Current Year Projection 11.4
Less: Potential underspend at September 2016 0.2
Projected Balance 31 March 2017   11.6

4.3 The projected General Fund balance of £11.6 million at 31 March 2016 is in 
line with the minimum level required as agreed as part of the Budget 2016/17.

4.4 As part of the Budget 2017/18 preparation there is to be a review of the 
Earmarked Reserves. The Reserves excluding School balances totalled 
£58.8 million at 1 April 2016. These include reserves relating to the cost of 
transformation, mitigation of future financial risks and specific project support. 

4.5 There are no IT, staffing or asset implications arising directly out of this report.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1 The entire report concerns the duty of the Council to avoid a budget shortfall.  
The Chief Finance Officer has a personal duty under the Local Government 
Finance Act 1988 Section 114A to make a report to the executive if it appears 
to them that the expenditure of the authority incurred (including expenditure it 
proposes to incur) in a financial year is likely to exceed the resources  
available to it to meet that expenditure.

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS; ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS

6.1 There are no implications arising directly from this report.

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS

7.1 The possible failure to deliver the Revenue Budget is being mitigated by:

 Senior Leadership Team / Directorate Teams reviewing the financial 
position.

 Tracking system of savings options to monitor progress.
 Use of temporary additional support to assist with revenues collection.
 Use of earmarked reserves and General Fund Balance savings risk 

contingency
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8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION

8.1 No consultation has been carried out in relation to this report.

9.0 EQUALITIES IMPLICATIONS

9.1 This report is essentially a monitoring report which reports on financial 
performance.

REPORT AUTHOR: Peter Molyneux
Senior Manager
Telephone (0151) 666 3389
Email petemolyneux@wirral.gov.uk

APPENDICES

Appendix 1 General Fund Revenue Budget 2016/17
Appendix 2 New Operating Model Budgets 2016/17

SUBJECT HISTORY

Council Meeting Date
Budget Council
Cabinet – Revenue Monitoring 2016/17 Quarter 1

3 March 2016
18 July 2016
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APPENDIX 1

GENERAL FUND REVENUE BUDGET 2016/17

ORIGINAL BUDGET AGREED BY COUNCIL ON 3 MARCH 2015

Department Original
Agreed
Budget

Agreed
Changes
Quarter 1

Proposed
Changes
Quarter 2

Revised
Agreed
Budget

Expenditure £000 £000 £000 £000
FWB - Adult Social Care 71,311 5,400 298 77,009
FWB – Children & Young People 67,773 5000 516 73,289
FWB - Further Areas: Safeguarding, 
Schools, Leisure, Public Health

9,383 100 126 9,609

Regeneration & Environment 83,607 - 193 83,800
Transformation & Resources 24,730 500 193 25,423
Net Cost of Services 256,804 11,000 1,326 269,130
Corporate Savings/Growth -253 1,700 1,326 121
Education Services Grant -3,156 - - -3,156
Revenue Budget Contingency 11,200 -11,100 - 100
Budget Requirement 264,595 1,600 0 266,195

Income
Revenue Support Grant 50,710 - - 50,710
Top Up 41,630 - - 41,630
New Homes Bonus 3,178 - - 3,178
Business Rates Baseline 34,828 - - 34,828
Business Rates Section 31 Grants 2,193 - - 2,193
Council Tax Requirement 120,274 - - 120,274
Council Tax Freeze Grant - - -
Contribution from Balances & Reserves 11,782 1,600 - 13,382
Total Income 264,595 1,600 - 266,195

Statement of Balances
As at 1 April 2016 11,500 - 11,500
Contributions to Balances (1) - 1,500 - 1,500
Contributions from Balances (2) - -1600 - -1,600
Potential underspend at Quarter 2 2016 - - 200 200
Forecast Balances 31 March 2017 11,500 -100 200 11,600

Notes:
1. Contribution to Balances relate to closure of accounts 2015/16 (£1.3 million) 

and returned New Homes Bonus grant (£0.2 million) 
2. Contributions from Balances relate to Care Fees contribution (£1.5 million) 

and reversal of passport for life saving (£0.1 million) 
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APPENDIX 2

GENERAL FUND BUDGET 2016/17
NEW OPERATING MODEL

Budget 2016-17

Net 
Expenditur

e Total

Function Business Unit £000
Chief Executive Chief Executive's Unit 265

Children's Care 18,039
Children's Care - Commissioned 19,084
Children's Services 7,074

Chief Executive Total 44,462
Transformation Transformation 655
Transformation Total 655
Strategic Hub Communication 957

Environment 40,149
Growth 922
Health & Care 65,489
Health & Wellbeing 721
Health & Wellbeing - Public Health 0
Intelligence 619
Schools 587
Strategy 230
Director for Strategic Hub 182

Strategic Hub Total 109,856
Business Services Assets 2,991

Commissioning Support 13,221
Digital 679
Finance 1,636
HR & OD 450
Law & Governance 4,783
Director for Business Unit 129

Business Services Total 23,889
Delivery Adult & Disability 36,036

Community Services 26,848
Customer Services 5,007
Environmental services 22,125
Merseyside Pension Fund 0
Director for Delivery 2

Delivery Total 90,018
Corporate Growth and Savings Corporate Growth and Savings -2,685
Corporate Growth and Savings Total -2,685
Grand Total 266,195

Notes:
1. Above is recast on a full year basis. Implementation date is 1st November 2016
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Appendix 2

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEES

NOVEMBER 2016

REPORT TITLE CAPITAL MONITORING 
2016/17 QUARTER 2

REPORT OF ASSISTANT DIRECTOR : 
FINANCE SECTION 151 
OFFICER

REPORT SUMMARY
This report provides an update on progress towards delivering the Capital 
Programme 2016/17 at the end of September 2016. 

The report outlines changes which will reduce the 2016/17 Capital Programme to 
£38.1 million and which will be referred to Cabinet and Council. This takes into 
account re-profiling identified during both the 2015/16 final accounts process, latest 
reviews of the current year and additional grant funding notified to the Council. The 
expenditure to date is £10.6 million.

This matter is a key decision which affects all Wards within the Borough.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Note the spend to date at Month 6 of £10.6 million, with 50% of the financial 
year having elapsed;

2. Note the revised Capital Programme of £38.1 million (Table 1) which is to be 
referred to Cabinet and Council and will include a number of recommended 
virements as outlined in paragraph 3.5 of the report. 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 Regular monitoring and reporting of the Capital Programme enables decisions 
to be taken more efficiently and effectively, which may produce revenue 
benefits and will improve the financial control of the Programme.

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1 No other options have been considered.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

OVERALL POSITION AT END OF SEPTEMBER 2016

3.1 The actual spend against the Capital Programme is summarised in Table 1.

Chart 1: Capital Programme spend below line of best fit
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Capital Programme 2016/17

Revised Programme Actual spend

ORIGINAL AND PROPOSED CAPITAL PROGRAMME FOR 2016/17

3.2 The Programme for 2016/17 is subject to change. Presently it reflects;

£000
Programme agreed by Cabinet on 22 February 2016 48,107
Year end re-profiling 6,364
Additional grant funding 1,750
Variations identified March 2016 2,750
Variations identified since June 2016 (see Table 2) -20,885
Revised 2016/17 Programme 38,086
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*Table 1: Capital Programme 2016/17 at 30 September 2016

Capital 
Strategy

Revisions 
Since 

Budget

Revised 
Capital 

Programme

Actual 
Spend 

Sept 2016
£000 £000 £000 £000

Transformation Resources 7,863 1,237 9,100 2,634
Families – Children 9,185 -282 8,903 3,133
Families – Adults 10,255 -7,706 2,549 164
Families – Sport & Rec 2,871 -1,111 1,760 570
R&E–  Env & Regulation 10,016 844 10,860 2,881
R&E–  Hsg & Comm Safety 7,317 -2,945 4,372 1,106
R& E – Regeneration 600 -58 542 90
Total expenditure 48,107 -10,021 38,086 10,578

3.3 PROGRESS TO DATE

3.3.1 Transformation and Resources

The investment in IT is focussed on migrating all servers and applications to 
the core domain and, where possible, upgrading applications to the latest 
version; upgrading all Windows Server operating systems to a supported 
operating system and reducing the server footprint by virtualising all servers 
where possible.

Works to increase building occupancy have mainly focused on Wallasey 
Town Hall, Moreton Municipal, and Solar Campus. These schemes enable the 
existing buildings to operate more efficiently with a higher level of occupancy.

Works continue with improvements to Parks Depots with the service road to 
Warren Farm Depot having been re-surfaced, the vehicle entrance widened, 
and new security cameras installed. The main site accommodation is being 
refurbished with a new heating system and new double glazed windows. 
Improvements to staff welfare areas, kitchen and toilets are being undertaken.

3.3.2 Families and Wellbeing - Children

A new classroom has been constructed at Elleray Park to meet capacity 
needs. External accessibility has been included, including improved play 
areas.

Two classrooms were extended at Mersey Park School to provide additional 
space and improved IT. A resource/group room was constructed to provide 
additional space for small group work and break out space.
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The development at Stanley School includes two additional classrooms with 
the latest and most up to date learning facilities, providing excellent teaching 
environments which are comfortable and provide safe spaces, the classrooms 
will have assisted lifting and hygiene facilities and the latest IT equipment.

The Hive, Wirral’s soon to be opened Youth Zone, is progressing according to 
schedule with the completion date expected mid-February 2017.

Works to schools, funded from Government grant, as part of the 
Modernisation and Basic Needs programmes continue to be managed in 
conjunction with the schools which has seen significant sums re-profiled in 
2017/18.

3.3.3 Families and Wellbeing - Adults

The programme is primarily focussed on the provision of extra care / 
specialised housing which remains the subject of on-going consultation and 
negotiation and therefore the funding has been re-profiled.

3.3.4 Families and Wellbeing - Sport and Recreation

Re-roofing of Bidston Tennis Centre is now complete.

Work has commenced to provide integrated accommodation at West Kirby 
Marine Lake, which will be mainly incurred in 2017/18, and also the 
redevelopment of the Oval Sports Centre.

3.3.5 Regeneration and Environment – Environment and Regulation

The majority of expenditure has been incurred on various highway 
maintenance schemes such as hot road asphalting where 20 schemes are 
either complete or underway with spend totalling £0.75 million, Micro 
asphalting  with 7 schemes complete or underway totalling £0.67 million and 
Surface dressing with 12 schemes complete or underway totalling £0.43 
million.

The scheme to replace the docks bridges, which attracts significant 
Government grant funding over the next two years, has commenced.

The west Kirby Flood alleviation works also involves grant funding and a re-
profiled business case has been submitted to the environment Agency. 
Approval is awaited so the funding has been re-profiled to 2017/18.

3.3.6 Regeneration and Environment – Housing

£0.7 million of grant aid has been provided for the provision of essential aids 
and adaptations giving disabled people better freedom of movement in and 
around their homes.
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The home improvement scheme has provided £0.3 million of financial 
assistance and intervention to remedy poor housing conditions in the private 
sector.

3.4 A review of the Programme has been undertaken and amended to reflect 
updated project delivery forecasts and changes in available funding. The 
variances which have arisen since June are shown in Table 2. A number of 
funding virements have also been considered by the officers’ Assets and 
Capital Group (ACG) and these are discussed in paragraph 3.5.

Table 2: Cash variations to the 2016/17 Programme

Scheme £000
Transformation & Resources
Energy efficiency initiatives – scheme competed
Treasury Building – re-profiled
Industrial Estates – the portfolio requires a further review 
before committing funds so removed from Programme

Families & Wellbeing – Children
School Place Planning – re-profiled
Condition/Modernisation – re-profiled
Basic Needs – re-profiled
Family support schemes – re-profiled
Youth Capital – reduced requirement
Elleray Park – funded from modernisation programme

Families & Wellbeing – Adults
Community Intermediate Care – re-profiled. Focus now on 
improving access to GPs. £0.4m required  2017/18 (net 
scheme reduction of £0.5m)
Extra Care Housing – re-profiled
Learning Disabilities extra care housing – re-profiled
Integrated Social Care – scheme to be re-evaluated
Pensby Wood Centre – re-profiled

Families & Wellbeing – Sport and Recreation
Oval – additional resources for fitness equipment for gym
West Kirby Marine Lake Accommodation –re-profiled
West Kirby/Guinea Gap – retention and professional fees 
remain but scheme completed under budget
Oval - re-profiled retentions
Leasowe Leisure 3G Pitches – re-profiled

-218
-150
-150

-1,717
-914

-1,010
-137
-149

-72

-900

-1,400
-3,000
-2,000

-900

230
-875
-160

-129
-820
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Scheme £000

Reg & Env – Environment
Bridges – additional grant funding
West Kirby Flood Alleviation – re-profiled (business case still 
awaiting final approval from the Environment Agency)
Maintenance to unclassified/residential streets is subsumed 
into maintenance programme – reduced requirement

Reg & Env – Housing
Clearance - re-profiled
Home improvements - re-profiled
Aids, Adaptations and Disabled Facility Grants - re-profiled
Restore Empty Homes - re-profiled
New House Building Programme - re-profiled

Reg & Env – Regeneration
Business Investment Grants – re-profiled

Minor variations

Total Variations

570
-1,850

-500

-881
-481

-1,696
-374
-297

-737

-168

-20,885

3.5 The ACG has considered and recommends virements. The Transport Depot 
improvements are now almost complete and the plan to relocate Ebeneezer 
Street to Cleveland Street is no longer being considered due to capacity and 
operational issues. The new build element is not required at Cleveland Street 
and is likely to be completed at Warren Farm Depot. This would release 
£2.378 million of Council resources. As there are gaps within the Programme 
it is recommended this funding be used as follows.

Table 3 : Virement Variations to the 2016/17 Programme

Scheme £000
Transport Depot
Change in the scheme (see above)
Building refurbishment to increase occupancy
Continued drive to rationalise office portfolio
Pensby Wood Centre
Survey highlighted issues over pipework and new windows
West Kirby Marine Lake – integrated accommodation
Full detailed design to maximise potential income. There are 
additional structural issues given the location.
Demolition of former Rock Ferry School
Increased costs with additional sum required.
Fund for land assembly
Assist in creating economic growth by releasing surplus land 
and property for development.

-2,378

+.500

+600

+300

+85

+893
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3.6 Schemes remain subject to ongoing review to ensure that a deliverable 
Programme is in place, that they are compatible with the 2020 Vision and to 
try and identify any savings.

FINANCING OF THE CAPITAL PROGRAMME

3.7 Table 4 summarises the financing sources for the Capital Strategy (original 
programme) and Revised Programme.

Table 4: Revised Capital Programme Financing

Capital Programme Financing Capital 
Strategy

Revised 
Programme

£000 £000
Unsupported Borrowing 16,852 11,838
Capital Receipts 13,339 7,263
Revenue and Reserves 1,004 117
Grants 16,912 18,868
Total Financing 48,107 38,086

3.8 Any re-profiling which reduces borrowing delivers one-off revenue savings. A 
permanent saving only occurs if schemes cease, otherwise the full budget will 
be required in 2017/18 when the re-profiled expenditure is incurred.

PROJECTED LONGER TERM CAPITAL PROGRAMME

3.9 Funding for the forecast 2016/17 to 2018/19 Programme reflects the 2016/19 
Capital Programme agreed by Cabinet on 22 February 2016 with subsequent 
amendments for reprofiling and revised grant notifications. 

Table 5: Capital Programme Financing 2016/17 to 2018/19

Capital Programme 
Financing

2016/17
Revised

Programme

2017/18
Revised

Programme

2018/19
Revised

Programme

Total
Programme

£000 £000 £000 £000
Unsupported 
Borrowing

11,838 14,245 1,720 27,803

Capital Receipts 7,263 675 0 7,938
Revenue / Reserves 117 399 50 566
Grants 18,868 20,104 0 38,972
Total Financing 38,086 35,423 1,770 75,279
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SUPPORTED AND UNSUPPORTED BORROWING AND THE REVENUE 
CONSEQUENCES OF UNSUPPORTED BORROWING

3.10 Based on the current cost, £1 million of Prudential Borrowing would result in 
additional revenue financing costs of approximately £75,000 per annum in the 
following year.  As part of the Capital Strategy 2016/17 to 2018/19 the Council 
has included an element of prudential borrowing. Presently there is £27.8 
million new Unsupported Borrowing included over the three years, which will 
result in approximately £2.1 million of additional revenue costs.

Table 6: Unsupported Borrowing Forecasts & Revenue Costs

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
£000 £000 £000 £000

New Unsupported Borrowing
Cumulative

11,838
11,838

14,245
26,083

1,720
27,803

0
27,803

Annual Revenue repayment costs 
Cumulative 240 1,125 1,986 2,085

CAPITAL RECEIPTS

3.11 The Capital Programme is reliant on the Council generating capital receipts to 
finance future schemes. Available capital receipts at 1 April 2016 were £8.047 
million. The table assumes the proposed spend, set out at Table 1 is agreed. 
Receipts and funding assumptions are based upon the latest estimates.

Table 6: Projected Capital Receipts position

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
£000 £000 £000

Capital Receipts Reserve 8,047 784 109
In - Receipts Assumption 2,750 6,250 3,900
Out - Funding (Capital) -7,263 -675 0
Out - Funding (Transformation) -2,750 -6,250 -3,900
Closing Balance 784 109 109

3.12 Additional flexibilities relating to the use of receipts were confirmed in the 
Local Government Finance Settlement for 2016/17. Receipts generated 
between 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2019, excluding Right-To-Buy receipts, can 
be used to fund Transformation provided the Council has agreed a 
Transformation Programme setting out the projects, costs and deliverable 
benefits / savings.

3.13 In respect of the major receipts. For Manor Drive, provided there are no 
planning consent issues, the Council should receive £2.25 million in 2016/17 
with a similar amount in 2017/18. The sale of Acre Lane should become 
clearer in the coming weeks with the first receipt assumed for 2017/18 with 
similar amounts for 2018/19 and 2019/20. No account has been taken as yet 
for any potential receipt in connection with the former Rock Ferry High School.
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4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The revised 2016/17 Capital Programme is £38.1 million with anticipated 
Capital Receipts remaining at the year-end of £0.7 million and £2.75 million 
earmarked to support the Transformation Programme.

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1 There are none arising directly from this report.

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS

6.1 There are none arising directly from this report.

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS 

7.1 The possibility of failure to deliver the Capital Programme is mitigated by a 
monthly review by a senior group of officers.

7.2 The generation of capital receipts may be influenced by factors outside the 
authority’s control e.g. ecological issues. Lambert, Smith, Hampton continue 
to provide external support.

8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION 

8.1 There has been no specific consultation with regards to this report.

9.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 There are none arising directly from this report.

REPORT AUTHOR: Reg Huyton
Principal Accountant
telephone:  0151 666 3415
email:   reghuyton@wirral.gov.uk

APPENDICES

Appendix 1 – Capital Programme and Funding 2016/17.
Appendix 2 – Capital Receipts 2016/17.

SUBJECT HISTORY
Council Meeting Date
Capital monitoring reports presented to Cabinet
       previous report to Cabinet 
Capital Programme – Council
Capital Programme – Council

Various

22 February 2016
3 March 2016
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Capital Programme and Funding 2016/17 APPENDIX 1

Transformation & Resources

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend to 
Date
£000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

Building refurbishment to increase 
occupancy 1,917 427 1,917 - - 1,917
Fund to assist land assembly and resale 893 268 893 - - 893
Cleveland Street. Transport Depot 500 8 500 - - 500
Demolish Bebington Town Hall 378 4 378 - - 378
Demolish former Rock Ferry High School 480 17 480 - - 480
Park depots rationalisation 1,002 396 1,002 - - 1,002
Stanley Special School  / renovation 18 1 18 - - 18
Demolish former Foxfield School 30 6 30 - - 30
CCTV Cameras and other equipment 100 - 100 - - 100
I.T. development 1,423 1,402 1,423 - - 1,423
Transport Museum 261 - 261 - - 261
Flaybrick Cemetery 175 75 175 - - 175
Millennium Centre re-modelling 523 28 523 - - 523
Pensby Wood Centre 900 - - - - 900
Treasury Building 500 2 500 - - 500

9,100 2,634  9,100 - - 9,100
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Families and Wellbeing – CYP

Revised 
Programme 

£000 

Spend to 
Date
£000 

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

School Place Planning 1,400 288 706 - 694 1,400
Condition/Modernisation 3,200 1,507 - - 3,200 3,200
Basic Need allocation 1,500 261 - - 1,500 1,500
Funding for 2 year olds 17 - - - 17 17
Universal Free School Meals - 13 - - - -
Somerville Mobile Replacement 101 18 101 - - 101
Private Finance Initiative 85 - - 85 - 85
Family Support Scheme 100 46 100 - - 100
Wirral Youth Zone – the Hive 1,900 600 1,900 - - 1,900
Stanley Special School 617 400 617 - - 617

8,903 3,133 3,424 85 5,394 8,903

Families and Wellbeing – DASS

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend to 
Date
 £000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

Citizen and Provider Portal/Integrated I.T 1,078 85 461 - 617 1,078
Transformation of Day Service 156 79 - - 156 156
Extra Care housing 600 - - - 600 600
Assistive Technology 615 - 230 - 385 615
Community Intermediate Care Services 100 - 100 - - 100

2,549 164 791 - 1,758 2,549
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Families and Wellbeing – Sports & 
Recreation

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend to 
Date
 £000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

West Kirby/Guinea Gap 82 28 82 - - 82
Wirral Tennis Centre - Artificial Turf Pitch &
          perimeter fence repairs 48 12 48 - - 48
West Kirby Marine Lake – Integrated  

accommodation and service delivery 250 184 100 - 150 250
Oval Sports Centre re-development 1,080 76 1,080 - - 1,080
Wirral Tennis Centre re-roofing 300 270 300 - - 300

1,760 570 1,610 - 150 1,760
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Regeneration and Environment - 
Environment & Regulation

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend to 
Date 
£000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

Road Safety 97 89 97 - - 97
Active Travel 78 7 78 - - 78
Bridges 862 41 292 - 570 862
Highway Maintenance 3,242 1,953 67 - 3,175 3,242
Pothole Action Fund 206 131 - - 206 206
Transport for Growth 1,923 76 510 - 1,413 1,923
Start Active, Play Active, Stay active 14 23 14 - - 14
Wirral Way - widening / safety improvements 4 2 4 - - 4
Cemetery Extensions and Improvements 273 4 273 - - 273
Coast Protection 242 1 233 9 - 242
East Float access improvements Tower Road 200 1 - - 200 200
Wirral International Business Park connections 195 - - - 195 195
East Float access improvements Duke Street 395 32 - - 395 395
Energy schemes (LED Street Lighting) 32 92 32 - - 32
Street lighting 60 17 - - 60 60
Allotments 121 112 121 - - 121
Parks vehicles replacement 117 - 117 - - 117
West Kirby Flood Alleviation 103 - 100 3 - 103
Gorsefield Avenue flood relief 100 - - 20 80 100
Dock Bridges Replacement 2,596 300 66 - 2,530 2,596

10,860 2,881 2,004 32 8,824 10,860
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Regeneration and Environment - Housing & 
Community Safety

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend 
to Date 

£000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

Aids, Adaptations and Disabled Facility Grants 2,000 692 - - 2,000 2,000
Clearance 560 1 100 - 460 560
Home Improvement 650 263 650 - - 650
New House Building Programme 884 150 884 - - 884
Restore Empty Homes 278 - - - 278 278

4,372 1,106 1,634 - 2,738 4,372

Regeneration and Environment – 
Regeneration

Revised 
Programme 

£000

Spend 
to Date 

£000

Council 
Resources 

£000

Revenue/ 
Reserves 

£000
Grants 
£000

Total 
Funding 

£000

Business Investment Grants 238 86 238 - - 238
The Priory 4 4 - - 4 4
Growth Fund 300 - 300 - - 300

542 90 538 - 4 542

Total 37,886 10,578 18,901 117 18,868 37,886

Note : The Programme in Appendix 1 assumes that the changes / virements in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of the report are agreed.
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APPENDIX 2

CAPITAL RECEIPTS RECEIVED DURING 2016/17

Cash Received £000

Ex-HRA Magenta Housing Right to Buy 389
North Star, 294 Laird Street 15
One O’Clock Gun site 10
Hind Street /Thomas Street land 19
Empty Homes (various) 55

Total 488
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
TUESDAY 29th November 2016

REPORT TITLE: BUSINESS OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY 
WORK PROGRAMME REPORT

REPORT OF: THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE

REPORT SUMMARY
The Business Overview & Scrutiny Committee, in cooperation with the other two 
Overview & Scrutiny Committees, is responsible for proposing and delivering an 
annual work programme. This report provides an update regarding progress made 
since the last Committee meeting held on 13th September. 

RECOMMENDATION/S
1. Members are requested to approve the proposed Business Overview & 

Scrutiny Committee work programme for 2016/17, making any required 
amendments, including suggestions for additional items.

2. Members are requested to establish a Review Panel for the Supporting the 
Creative Sector Task & Finish Scrutiny Review.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASON/S FOR RECOMMENDATION/S

To ensure members of the Business Overview & Scrutiny Committee have   
the opportunity to contribute to the delivery of the annual work programme.

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Not Applicable

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 THE SCRUTINY WORK PROGRAMME AND THE WIRRAL PLAN
3.1.1 The work programme should align with the priorities of the Council and its   

partners. The programme will be informed by:

 The Wirral Plan pledges
 The Council’s transformation programme
 The Council’s Forward Plan
 Service performance information
 Risk management information
 Public or service user feedback
 Referrals from Cabinet / Council

3.2 PRINCIPLES FOR PRIORITISATION
3.2.1 Good practice suggests that, in order to maximise the impact of scrutiny, it is 

necessary to prioritise proposed topics within the work programme. Members 
may find the following criteria helpful in providing a guideline towards ensuring 
that the most significant topics are prioritised:

Principles for Prioritisation

Does the topic have a direct link with one of the 2020 
pledges?Wirral Plan Will the review lead to improved outcomes for Wirral 
residents?

Public Interest Does the topic have particular importance for Wirral 
Residents?

Transformation Will the review support the transformation of the Council?
Is the subject matter an area of significant spend or 
potential saving?Financial 

Significance Will the review support the Council in achieving its 
savings targets?
Is this the most appropriate time for this topic to be 
scrutinised?Timeliness / 

Effectiveness Will the review be a good use of Council resources?
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3.3.2 By assessing prospective topics using these criteria, the Committees can 
prioritise an effective work programme that ensures relevance and the highest 
potential to enhance outcomes for residents.

3.3 DELIVERING THE WORK PROGRAMME
3.3.1 The work programme consists of a combination of scrutiny reviews, standing 

items and requested officer reports. Regular work programme update reports 
will provide the committee with an opportunity to plan and regularly review its 
work across the municipal year. 

The work programme will be delivered through a combination of:

 Scrutiny reviews undertaken by task & finish groups
 Evidence days and workshops
 Committee reports provided by officers
 Standing committee agenda items, for example, performance 

monitoring and financial monitoring

3.4 UPDATE ON CURRENT SCRUTINY ACTIVITY

3.4.1 Tourism Task & Finish Scrutiny Review
The scrutiny review has now been completed following a number of evidence 
sessions and a final wrap-up session.  The final report will be presented to 
this committee in January for consideration of the findings and 
recommendations made.

3.4.2 Resident Parking Task & Finish Scrutiny Review 
The Review Panel has now convened its first meeting to determine the scope 
of the review.  Panel Members include Cllrs Chris Blakely, Dave Mitchell and 
Jean Stapleton.  At the scoping meeting, it was agreed that Cllr. Stapleton 
would be Chair of the Review Panel. The objective of the review is for the 
Review Panel to understand the issues around the current policy on new and 
existing resident parking schemes and consider any options which could be 
taken forward as improvements to the policy.

3.4.3 Supporting the Creative Sector Scrutiny Review
At the previous committee meeting held on 13th September, it was agreed 
that a Task & Finish Scrutiny Review on ‘Supporting the Creative Sector’ 
would be added to the committee’s work programme.  It is proposed that the 
review commences in January 2017 and that the committee appoints a 
Review Panel to allow a scoping meeting to be scheduled.

3.4.4 Budget Scrutiny
In order to plan for the workshop, as with last year’s process, it is proposed 
that the full list of budget proposals will be reviewed by the Chairs and 
Spokespersons once they become available.  The options falling within the 
committee’s remit will be prioritised for further scrutiny at the workshop. 
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Relevant officers will be invited to the workshop to provide an overview and 
answer questions for the proposals selected.  

3.5 MEMBER BRIEFING SESSIONS

3.5.1 Peel Holdings delivered a briefing session for Members in October on the 
development of Wirral Waters.  Further presentations to Members are 
proposed to be delivered on other areas of the Growth Plan, including 
Birkenhead and the A41 Corridor.  

3.6 FUTURE WORK PROGRAMME ITEMS

The following items for the 2016/17 Committee work programme have been 
identified and will be scheduled for future Committee meetings:

Item Format Approximate 
timescale 

Supporting the Creative Sector 
Scrutiny Review

Task & Finish Commencing 
January 2017

Budget Scrutiny To be confirmed To be confirmed

Disaster Recovery Scrutiny Review 
follow-up report

Officer Report To be confirmed

Transforming Wirral – further 
business cases

Workshops To be confirmed

Welfare Reform (including Local 
Welfare Assistance Scheme) 

To be confirmed To be confirmed

Other Pledge Strategies Committee 
presentation

To be confirmed

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Not Applicable

5.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
Not Applicable

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: ICT, STAFFING AND ASSETS
The delivery of the scrutiny work programme will be met from within existing 
resources. 

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS 
Not Applicable

8.0 ENGAGEMENT/CONSULTATION 
Not Applicable
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9.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
This report is for information to Members and there are no direct equality 
implications.

REPORT AUTHOR: Michael Lester
Scrutiny Officer
0151 691 8628
email:  michaellester@wirral.gov.uk

 
APPENDICES: None
REFERENCE MATERIAL
SUBJECT HISTORY (last 3 years)
Council Meeting Date
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